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The Leading Edge

Lessons from Prison

O

n July 28, OWN, Oprah
Winfrey’s new television
network, broadcast a powerful new documentary film
that did not get nearly the attention it
deserved. There were many reasons most
Americans missed Serving Life: late summer vacation schedules, a desire for a
diversion from a summer of intractable
political debate, and the fact that OWN is
just beginning to develop its following. Of
course, the film’s subject matter—a hospice run by inmates in one of our nation’s
maximum security prisons—may have also
scared viewers away.
I confess that I watched Serving Life
because I serve on the board of directors
of Odyssey Networks, a media company
that played a major role in bringing the
film to life. So I had an official reason for
tuning in. However, I soon discovered that
there are much deeper reasons to watch
the film.
As I sat down to watch, I was prepared for a different view of prison life,
and I expected to see scenes of death
and dying that are not easy to watch. But
what surprised me were Serving Life’s
powerful lessons about human community and—strange to say—the power of
spiritual practices to change lives. Here,
with almost none of the normal religious
trappings that we associate with congregational life, was a stunning example of what
our congregational life can and should be.
(OWN has not announced the date for the
next showing of the film, but I encourage
you to watch for it.)
Serving Life takes viewers inside
Louisiana’s notorious Angola Prison. This
maximum security prison has the reputation of confining within its walls “the worst
of the worst”—rapists, kidnappers, and
murderers. The average sentence for its
inmates is more than 90 years. 85 percent
of the people who enter the prison will
never go anywhere else.
Narrator and executive producer,
Academy Award winner Forest Whitaker,
introduces us first to the prison and then
to a group of inmates who have just volunteered to serve in the prison’s hospice.
As we follow Justin Granier, Charles

Rodgers, Ronald Ratliff, and Anthony
Middlebrooks, we get a view of prison
life—and of human transformation—that
is very rare.
The film follows the four new volunteers into the difficult but strangely
beautiful work of caring for the dying. As
they complete their 40 hours of training,
the inmate caregivers learn to always wear
plastic gloves, how to put on fitted sheets,
how to move patients in their beds, how
to bathe and feed them, and how to care
for the bed sores that often accompany
the last stages of life. Then come lessons
in preparing a body for burial, placing it a
plain wooden casket with a cross on its lid,
and walking it to the crematorium.
While I doubt that the filmmakers
would describe their work this way, what
they offered viewers was a close-up view
of a powerful process of human and community formation, where people became
more than they were before because they
participated in ancient human behaviors.
In the stark, stereotyped world of the maximum security prison, the power of these
practices is startling. Viewers confront the
fact that under some circumstances contract killers and drug dealers can surprise
us with an unexpected grace and humanity. The prisoners in Angola have something to teach us about redemption and
compassion. How many of us accompany
the dying so well?
There are deeper treasures in the
film, if one looks closely. The inmates
play cards with and tell jokes to the hospice patients. They sing, read Scripture,
and pray. They make quilts to keep the
dying warm. They make funeral palls
with open hands and butterflies embroidered upon them. They take four-hour
shifts keeping vigil as patients near
death. As they do these simple, yet so
difficult, things, they provide tutorials
for the rest of us about how to live. I
was especially moved by the fact that
one of the inmate/volunteers identified himself as a minister and another
claimed an identity as an imam. There
they were with their worlds of difference working together in one community of compassion.

They learn how to do all of this because
they are assigned mentors who in turn
learned from someone else who mentored them. As prison warden Burl Cain
(who championed the cause of hospice
at the prison he runs) says, “I’m going
to dig your grave, someone else will dig
mine.” Somehow in the midst of the deepest human despair, hatred, and suffering
imaginable, a group of dying patients and
life-sentenced prisoners become a community of reciprocity, a congregation if you
will, that teaches people to reach beyond
their own needs and care for others.
There are powerful lessons here for
those of us who lead more conventional
congregations. Under certain circumstances, even the people we give up on
can change and do amazing things. The
most elemental human practices—caring for the dying, reading texts, keeping
vigil, singing, feeding, bathing—can do
so much more than we imagine. I was
stunned to watch hardened criminals
soften as the film unfolded. As they
became a community of compassion,
they began to talk about the terrible
things they had done that led them to
Angola, to take responsibility for their
lives, and to seek to repair the worlds
that they had made and dwelled in. At
their best, congregations do this very
basic human work—teaching people lifegiving practices that can change so much.
Sometimes we lose sight of those core
purposes in the midst of all the activities
that flood our parish and synagogue calendars. Sometimes we need to step away
from all the familiar distractions that
complicate our lives and our communities of faith and go to a strange place like
Angola to get our bearings.

James P. Wind is
president of the Alban
Institute
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Inside this Issue

Welcome to the partnership!

The United Synagogue of Conservative Judaism and the Alban Institute are pleased to share
your first edition of Congregations Magazine with you. The magazine, which used to be multidenominational, now also is interfaith. It offers insights and ideas on a wide variety of topics that
are relevant to the strengthening and transformation of sacred communities in North America.
What becomes immediately clear inside this issue is the similarity of the challenges we face
in creating compelling and relevant places of religious meaning across the religious spectrum.
Further, as Bob Leventhal notes, “working across and learning from different religions and
denominations has expanded my capacity for strategic thinking.” And expanding our ability for
strategic thinking, ultimately, is one of our goals of our partnership with the Alban Institute.
Inside this issue there is a call for a return to fundamentals. In reflecting on lessons he
learned when he was on a champion collegiate lacrosse team, N. Graham Standish reminds us
that one of the characteristics of champions is that they respond to challenges by refocusing and
rededicating themselves to the fundamentals. “The fundamentals in a church are the basics of
worship, and the quality of our relationships,” he writes. “The fundamentals are the factors that
go into forging a strong connection with God and with each other.”
Perhaps the greatest challenge to religious institutions today is the degree to which the
world has changed, especially with regard to the shift from identities of affiliation to identities
of meaning and purpose. This shift is having and will continue to have a profound impact on the
way in which North American Jews participate in congregational life, and on the way we who
lead them conceptualize and actualize that life.
Our task, as a result of this shift in identity, is to filter the fundamentals of our sacred communities, the points of connection to our religion and God, to Jewish culture, to social justice,
Israel, and community, through our understanding of the world as it is now.
Some things never change and some things change a lot. Figuring out which is which and
how they go together is the overarching challenge of our generation. United Synagogue’s mission is to partner with strategic allies like the Alban Institute and you, the leaders of our kehillot, to strengthen our sacred communities and nurture the most compelling communities of
Conservative Judaism possible.
This edition of Congregations magazine is our latest tool in achieving this goal. Enjoy!

Rabbi Steven Wernick
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Stepping In: Stepping Up
ROB E RT

LEVENTH A L

I

n May 2011, the General Assembly of the United Synagogue of Conservative Judaism
(USCJ) adopted a new strategic plan. Among its many recommendations, it suggested
that USCJ seek partners to help address its leadership strategies rather than try to do

everything on its own. This kind of news will get a consultant’s attention. I began to write
consulting proposals. I was persistent. Rabbi Steven Wernick, executive vice president and
CEO of USCJ, suggested I stop writing proposals to consult and get involved in developing a
new leadership program, SULAM. Why not lead from the inside as USCJ’s internal leadership
consultant? He argued that I would have the chance to go from working with individual clients
to making an impact on a whole system of synagogues. He proposed a partnership in which I
would join the staff of USCJ but would be able to maintain a relationship with Alban. I could
be a bridge person between Alban’s research, publishing, and consulting and USCJ’s leadership program. Rabbi Wernick felt this would be good for USCJ, Alban, and Leventhal.
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I was flattered by the offer but also
somewhat overwhelmed by the prospect
of assuming a such a national role. The
decision to join USCJ also meant leaving behind my Alban colleagues, whose
wisdom and camaraderie I have valued
highly. I enjoyed being at Alban and I’m
grateful to the Alban Institute and to all
my colleagues there for the many ways
in which I’ve developed over the past 10
years. While I was usually the only Jewish
consultant at the table, given our oral tradition (and my extroversion) I was able to
hold my own. We learned together. I was
comforted to know that part of my new job
at USCJ would be to manage the partnership between the two organizations and I
would be tasked to maintain the relationship with Alban.

Welcome to the Partnership
Today that idea has become reality.
Welcome to the partnership and to
Congregations magazine! As part of the
special Alban membership for USCJ
congregations, all synagogue members
will receive a quarterly issue of this
magazine, customized with an overview
of each edition and at least one article
on a Conservative Movement topic (like
this one). All USCJ kehillot will become
members of the Alban Institute, which
will provide discounts on Alban books and
educational events and allow access to
member-only content on Alban’s website.
I have found that working across and
learning from different religions and
denominations has expanded my capacity
for strategic thinking. I have learned that
I can read Congregations articles about
Protestant churches and find great insights
for synagogues. We will highlight some
of the ideas we feel are most relevant to
kehillot in a section by Rabbi Wernick
called “Inside This Issue.” If even a small
cohort of leaders become active readers of
Congregations and ask new questions, this
partnership initiative will have strengthened kehilla leadership. Isn’t that the kind
of partnership opportunity you would
expect USCJ to create?

A Sense of Urgency
Friends have asked me why I was getting involved with USCJ. They observed
that people were leaving Conservative
6
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Judaism. USCJ, like many denominations
today, had its detractors. Why step in?
Why now?
Rabbi Steven Wernick, a successful
congregational rabbi in Philadelphia, had
stepped up to take on the challenges of
a Conservative movement. The USCJ
plan observes that over the last nine years
“USCJ lost about 6 percent of its congregations and about 14 percent of its members”( Strategic Plan, February 3, 2011,
p. 7). Conservative congregations faced
financial stress, declining and aging membership, a narrow leadership base, weak
denominational commitment, and a loss of
meaning for many younger people.
Like many American denominations,
USCJ was struggling. It mirrored the
challenges of the synagogues it served.
Prospective members today are less likely
to just belong and go along. They are questioning the value of their synagogue membership. In turn, congregational leaders
are questioning their affiliation with USCJ.
Leaders of USCJ-affiliated congregations
report their members have mixed feeling
about affiliation. The urgency for reassessment escalated after the financial crisis in
2008. In such an environment, USCJ leaders have to work to better identify members’ needs and to re-contract with their
constituencies. I saw that Rabbi Wernick
had done extensive listening tours and was
gaining conviction and urgency about what
needed to be done. As the strategic plan
argues, “This is the moment of truth for
USCJ” (p.7).

A Hopeful Forward-Looking
Mission
When congregations or denominations are
under stress and in decline, they can begin
a downward spiral. Current leaders can
get caught up in the challenges of day-today survival, and it can become difficult
to attract new donors and leaders—and
members. It takes a bold, strategic, hopeful approach to break out of this stress
reinforcing pattern. It requires that some
missions be pruned and others grown.
I understood that this pruning would
impact some historic USCJ programs and
the people who staffed them. This year
would be one of pain and possibility. As
a consultant, I realized that organizations
that have been in decline can be painful environments for those within them.
USCJ had been a very stressed-out place.

Should I join up? It takes courage to enter
an organization like this. Rabbi Wernick
showed courage in stepping up, and now
he offered a hopeful vision about how
USCJ might be re-envisioned. When I
speak with leadership training participants, I often ask what made them come
to the program. The primary reason they
report is that the right person asked. Rabbi
Wernick asked.

Matching Gifts with Mission
Rabbi Wernick thought that my Alban
background would help USCJ accelerate
its leadership programming. My relationships at Alban would help USCJ access
thought leaders and consulting resources.
The SULAM leadership team of Rabbi
Charles Savenor, Kathy Elias, and myself
was formed in March 2011. I was to function as the leadership consultant and
Alban partner. Charlie would be our rabbi
and Kathy would be our educator and
program manager. In order be effective
we would need to understand each other’s
gifts and work as a team. We appreciate
that we offer missing puzzle parts for each
other. Together we are creating a new
leadership picture. We would work as a
team and work to inspire other leadership
teams to form.

Don’t Go it Alone
My Jewish journey began in the small
town of Springfield, Ohio, where there
were Jews with large Jewish souls (like
my parents) but few Jewish resources. I
was often the only Jew in my classroom.
Jewish camping was my first step into the
larger world of Jewish resources. Later, in
1987, after moving to Dayton, leaders of
the local Jewish community pushed me
to climb aboard a plane to Washington,
D.C., for the March to Free Soviet Jewry.
I could not imagine taking the day off and
getting on a plane, but when I saw over
250,000 people marching in solidarity I
could not imagine not having chosen to
be a part of this. That Washington experience was very rich and led to my going
on the Livnot Young Leadership Mission
to Israel in 1988. When I returned, the
journey continued for three years of the
Melton adult education curriculum and
a master’s program in Jewish Studies at
Spertus College. I was the president of

the community day school and then volunteered to be the seventh grade teacher in
my synagogue.
While I started with a humble Jewish
education, at key turning points I stepped
up. If you want to inspire others, it helps
if you have the capacity to be inspired.
Where would a guy from Springfield, Ohio
be without the inspiration of national leaders that support camps, create leadership
retreats, mobilize Jews to advocacy, or
develop a rich adult education curriculum? I understood that my local community could not provide these resources on
its own. Strengthening United Synagogue
will help provide these types of resources
to congregations in need. Leaders will
be motivated to step out of their comfort
zone, as I was when I climbed the steps of
that plane to Washington.

Conservative Judaism: An
important pathway
In the last few years, I came to feel at
home at Beth Abraham, a Conservative
congregation in Dayton, Ohio and came
to particularly appreciate their Saturday
morning community. The service depends
on a dedicated core of competent worship
leaders, but the community is defined
more by caring than by competence. The
worship team welcomes many members
with a range of davening skills. The beautiful sanctuary has gorgeous stained glass
windows celebrating the holidays. When
the sun shines through them they provide
a window into sacred space.
When I put on my tallit I felt wrapped
in tradition. The rabbi’s dedication to
crafting inspiring sermons from parsha
crowned the Torah service. After services
we all gathered for a Kiddush lunch.
Volunteers prepare a lovely buffet and
set the tables with linen and a commitment to hospitality. They do not just study
the mitsva of welcoming. Beth Abraham
synagogue leaders are guardians of
Shabbat—they ensure you have a place to
come and they welcome you to stay until
Birkat Hamazon (grace after meals). at
1:15. Why rush off? Conservative congregations should be proud of how they help
members stay wrapped longer in their
Shabbat observance. By providing a different pathway into Shabbat in Dayton,
Beth Abraham helped me step up in my
spiritual practice.

Internal Strategic Consultants
Our leadership team has decided to take
one of USCJ’s most successful programs,
SULAM, a leadership development
Shabbaton for incoming presidents, and
build on it. Build we must! The USCJ
strategic plan has set the goal of training
5,000 Conservative leaders in the next
three years. How do we train all of these
leaders? Our SULAM leadership team
hopes to empower capable and committed
leaders to be internal strategic consultants
to their own congregations. I hope to
share my consulting experiences and tool
kit. The SULAM programs will provide a
practice field for real strategic leadership
work and learning.
When training for their role as pastoral counselors, rabbis are taught that the
stated issue is often not the real problem.
We hope to help internal consultants
listen to the real long term issues of the
kehila and not just react to current crisis.
Visioning is a tool for strategic thinking.
It looks down the road to a desired future
and forces leaders to suspend problem
solving and judgment to get a picture of
their aspirations. Congregations that have
shared vision, teamwork, and the capacity
to manage conflict and change are more
likely to grow. We hope to support internal
consultants to do this strategic work.

SULAM: A System for
Transforming Hope into Action
In the past, the SULAM name referred
to a four-day training program for incoming presidents of USCJ congregations and
extended over a Shabbat weekend. Under
the new plan, SULAM becomes the name
for a larger, integrated set of leadership
development resources, which now also
include programs for emerging leaders,
current leaders, and officers with portfolios (such as membership, fundraising,
etc.). Leaders climb the ladder (sulam) of
sequential programs that build on previous
ones.
In the USCJ strategic plan, national
consultants, the local kehilla relationship
manager, and lay and staff leaders work
together. A kehilla relationship manager
(KRM) will serve about fifty congregations. The KRMs will use our SULAM
strategic tool kit to clarify congregational
needs, assess readiness, and help synagogues resource the right programs at

the right time. They will be champions of
communication and provide USCJ with
feedback on what is working well and what
could be improved.
SULAM for Emerging Leaders (SEL)
focuses on 35- to 45-year-old members
with little or no prior committee experience. These emerging leaders usually
have young children in the preschool or
religious school and are busy with work
and family concerns. SEL meets them
where they are. It introduces them to
the richness of text study, the power of
chevruta (paired) learning, and the role of
the rabbi in creating a learning community. Participants use the SEL workbook’s
journal entries to track their reflections
as the workshop moves from a focus on
who they are, to their relationship with
their chevruta, to their relationship to the
group as a whole. Less involved members
can sometimes feel peripheral and marginalized in synagogues. The workbook’s
extra wide margins provide a place for
participants to capture their thoughts and
concerns, which are central to SEL. The
primary focus is on community bridgebuilding behavior. Texts will be chosen to
help build these bridges.
SEL texts present either a traditional
case or a contemporary synagogue case
where a value is in play. Participants keep
a journal to review their home practice
and to reflect on their learning between
sessions. Each participant has a special
one-to-one meeting with the rabbi to discuss what they’re learning and what they
hope the impact will be on their lives. A
trained lay leader monitors the program’s
progress. Participants are expected to
gather for Shabbat with the rabbi and
with each other. Sharing Shabbat is an
expected outcome. Jewish learning is
woven together with Jewish ritual practice
and friendship. An optional group retreat
allows participants to reflect on what they
have learned and how they might work as
ambassadors to recruit and support the
next cohort.
SULAM for Current Leaders (SCL)
is directed at past and present board and
committee members. Many synagogue
leaders want a plan for ensuring leadership succession. Building a wider “bench”
of leaders requires a process that makes
the work of leadership more attractive
while strengthening leadership capacity.
Synagogues will be investing in developing emerging leaders (SEL). When these
emerging leaders step up we will want to
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ensure that they have a place at the table
and the table is set to engage them.
Many presidents want to launch a leadership program, but wonder where they
should start. SCL provides a toolkit to support the creation of a set of plans for leadership, delegation, and accountability. It
explores the managerial and spiritual challenges of volunteer and staff partnerships
Lay facilitators will be trained to lead the
sessions in regional workshops. Before
each session a webinar will be available,
both live and recorded, to introduce the
program and encourage participation.
Program resources, which are completely
web-based, include written background
content developed for each topic and a
complete facilitation guide for conducting
experiential sessions.
Leaders will be challenged to capture
new perspectives and practices for each
unit, resulting in group commitments for
action. Participants will be encouraged to
test out helpful leadership practices with
their board, executive committee and
other committees. Synagogue staff will
be able to view a webinar explaining how
they can help their lay partners explore
new practices. Synagogue leaders will be
expected to use their knowledge to add
units on synagogue finances, history, and
operations. Congregations can use the
SCL materials in full or as part of a customized design. The program can be held
as a weekend board retreat or as a series of
monthly sessions. Our SULAM team will
provide the resources to empower motivated and talented trainers to step up.
SULAM for Presidents (SFP) is the
best known USCJ leadership program.
Most of the elements that have made it
popular will be retained:
• Core units on leadership, governance,
and team building
• A chance to share ideas with peers in
the same situation
• A Shabbaton environment to reflect on
the spiritual, leadership, and managerial tasks of leading a kehilla
• Fun and friendship
In addition to these, new pre- and
post-program planning components will
be added. Participating leaders will be
encouraged to be fully aware of the basic
leadership development curriculum covered in SULAM for Current Leaders.
They will come to SFP to reflect on what
they have done with this SCL training and
what they hope to do.

8
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Plans for each key portfolio will be
reviewed with the responsible vice president in advance. These vice presidents
will be encouraged to attend a conference,
listen to a webinar, or read written materials. A questionnaire will be developed
for each portfolio to brief the president.
This pre-work will prepare presidents to
get the most out their experience. There
will be units on managing the officers and
on developing a leadership team with the
rabbi and executive director. Presidents
need to be ready to lead. SULAM helps
them get ready.

New Programs in 2012
SULAM for Officers (SFO) recognizes
that specific knowledge and skills are
necessary to shape an effective leadership
community. Many synagogues struggle
to find a leader who will agree to be
president (see my Ask Alban article in
Congregations, Issue 2, 2011, available
on the Alban.org website). Presidential
prospects are often overwhelmed by the
challenge of the presidency. Our SULAM
team believes that a strong team of officers
makes the job of president more manageable. SFO will offer workshops on worship, marketing and membership, finance,
fundraising, and education.
Each unit will include an overview of
the current challenges facing the particular domain. Each leader will be invited to
craft a vision for his or her area connected
to the synagogue’s overall vision and a job
description (charter) for his or her committee that explains the work to be done
and the roles of lay and staff members.
They will then be challenged to create a
few strategic initiatives.
SULAM for Strategic Planning
Chairs will help strategic planning committees make decisions around defining
critical issues, desired outcomes, planning
goals, planning team composition, data to
gather, scope of work (number of people
to involve), plan duration, role of staff, the
role of consultants, and the myriad decisions involved in strategic planning. In
times of change there is a great need for
strategic planning. Our SULAM leadership team has been shaped by the USCJ’s
own strategic plan. We hope to help synagogue leaders honor their past and shape
their future through meaningful strategic
thinking and planning.

Discussion Questions:
1. W
 hat would your ideal synagogue
leadership look like?
2. Where are you now?
3. What strengths could you build on?
4. How could these Sulam programs
help you reach your vision?
5. What is the most important next
step for your leadership?

SULAM Means Ascending
Together
SULAM envisions a community of current
leaders who engage in leadership development to keep sharpening their skills. They
are joined by emerging leaders who have
developed a stronger connection to the
mission of the synagogue and the rabbi.
The whole team is led by a president who
sees his or her job as a partnership with
staff to orchestrate success. Succession
planning is ensured by officers with growing insight into the challenges of their
portfolios. SULAM helps these leadership circles break through the walls that
separated them in order to create a critical
mass of leadership for change.
Leaders will be encouraged to take
advantage of national webinars or regional
training sessions. Congregations will learn
about best practices from participating synagogues on the SULAM website.
Participants will be empowered to use
toolkits in ways that work for their culture.
Synagogues have been impacted by a
perfect storm of stresses. When a system
does not know what went wrong they often
look to find who went wrong. Under this
pressure, some leaders have focused on
blaming others. We invite you to gather
your leaders, your best practices, and your
hopeful vision. We must all contribute to
the construction of this SULAM ladder. I
am joining USCJ because the time to step
up is now. ◆

From Championship to Church:
How Being on a Championship Team Taught Me How to
Lead a Church
N. GR AHA M

STA N DISH

B

ack in May of 2011, I had the opportunity to be part of a rare event. At halftime of
the NCAA Division II lacrosse championship game, I walked onto the field of M&T
Stadium in Baltimore, the stadium where the Baltimore Ravens play, along with twenty-

one Roanoke College teammates and coaches. We were being honored by the NCAA for our 1978
national championship lacrosse team. We walked out in our matching maroon shirts, waving to the
crowd (well, mostly to our families) as they played a short video on the jumbo screen describing
our team.
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I hadn’t seen most of my teammates
in over thirty years. Our college had honored us in previous years, but I had always
missed those events for the most mundane
of pastoral reasons: I had to do weddings
on those weekends, and I knew it would
be pastorally suicidal to pull out, especially
when I was solo pastor of the church and
I had committed a year ahead of time. So
I jumped at the chance to relive past glories, even if my glory was as a rarely used
freshman.
As the event got closer, I was surprised
at how much I was reminiscing and
reflecting. I hadn’t really thought much
about that championship season or team
in a long time, but it wasn’t long before I
was thinking about it all the time. I’m not
all that sentimental, although I do tend to
be sensitive—a valuable trait to have as a
pastor, but not as an athlete where it can
be confused with weakness. Still, I was
surprised by how sappily sentimental I
became as the event drew closer.
As I reflected on what I learned being
on that team, it dawned on me how much
of what I do as a pastor I learned playing on that lacrosse team. Even though I
was only a moderately talented, sparingly
used freshman on that team, I was like a
sponge, soaking up all that I could learn.
And I learned a lot.
Championship teams are very different
from other teams, and not just because
they win. They win because of what’s different about them. Great teams always
have talent, but the ones that win championships aren’t always the most talented.
They have good, and even great, coaching,
but rarely so great that they can win every
year based on coaching alone. What allows
them to win championships are a set of
factors that uniquely come together for
one season.

As a pastor, I rarely use sport metaphors in my ministry, including my preaching, because it turns off those who disdain
sports. They have good reason to disdain
sports. It dominates American thought to a
ridiculous extent. Sports is entertainment,
not life, but that doesn’t mean we can’t
learn life-lessons from sports. Playing on
a championship team taught me lessons
that have directly translated to successful
ministry—lessons that I wish everyone had
an opportunity to learn. At the risk of eliciting your disdain, I’d like to share some of
those lessons:

A Broad Vision Seen in the
Smallest Details
What made my transition into college
lacrosse hardest was a factor that made the
team great. The team had a comprehensive
vision—a system—that extended all the
way down to the smallest details. In the
church world, we talk a lot about vision,
mission statements, purpose statements,
and the like, but they don’t always translate
into the smallest details of the church. In
contrast, our team never had a pithy vision
statement, but we had a really clear system
of play that taught us what to do in any
situation. It extended to how we played
defense, how we played offense, and how
we did everything in between. And the style
that we played, while difficult, was also
simple. It wasn’t hard to grasp once you had
been exposed to it long enough. But being
easy to grasp didn’t mean it was easy to do.
It required coupling aggression with discipline and intelligence.
This system wasn’t just an overall
theory of how to play. There was consistency between the overall vision and how
it extended to details. Without elaborating
too much here, over time there were few

During one of my more profound
moments of reminiscing, I began to
realize how much of what I do as a
pastor was learned playing on that
lacrosse team.
10
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situations where we didn’t know how to
react. Was the ball rolling out of bounds,
and we had to knock it back in? We knew
when to knock it back in, what direction
to knock it, and when to let it roll out of
bounds. We played a controlled system
based on knowing where we were at all
times, and where others were. Before
picking up a ball, which would initiate play
immediately with a referee’s whistle, we
were taught to survey the field and see
where everyone was. We knew when to
push a situation and when to slow things
down. We knew what we were supposed
to do, and learned the details to allow us
do it.
Churches are no different. Successful
churches have a strong, simple vision—
actually, a system—that extends to the
details. A problem among too many
churches, and the pastors that lead them,
is that they may have a vision, but they
don’t know how it extends to the smallest
details in the church. Their vision may
be too general and amorphous. It may be
something like, “growing in Christ,” but
they haven’t thought out the details of
how to grow in Christ in church school, in
meetings, in the youth group, in mission,
in care of the church building, even in the
cleanliness of the bathrooms.
One of the things I did when I came
to Calvin Presbyterian Church was to set
a simple vision of “seeking God’s calling
in all we do.” I don’t know that I always
articulated my vision in this way, but it
has influenced everything I do. In preaching I not only sought God’s calling about
what I should say and how to say it, but
I preached about how to do that in my
sermons. I called on all committees and
the church board to seek God’s calling. I
pushed the idea that our church only does
in mission and ministry what we are called
to do, not what people think we “should”
do. I pushed people on an individual level
to seek God’s calling in their personal lives.
We pushed this idea in budgeting and
stewardship, asking “what are we called
to do and to give?” This idea of seeking
God’s calling even extended down to how
we treat the church building: What level of
cleanliness do we sense that God calls us
to have? It led to a massive cleaning of the
church soon after I started there 16 years
ago in which we filled a tractor trailer
dumpster with junk collected over 50 years
prior to my coming.
The point is that the vision, whether
articulated or not, has to be able to be

There was a consistency between the overall vision and how
it extended to details... over time there were few situations
where we didn’t know to react.
simply grasped, yet extend to the smallest
details. It needs to be more of a system
than a vision. In fact, I’ve noticed that
the churches that seem most successful
have a simple vision that extends to details
throughout the church so that it becomes
a system. Does your church have a vision
that becomes a system? Is it simple
enough to be grasped easily? Is it carried
down to the details of the church?

Stressing Fundamentals,
Especially When Under Stress
No matter how good a team is, it always
has several games where it stinks. As Bob
Johnson, the coach of the 1991 Stanley
Cup winning Pittsburgh Penguins, once
said, “You’re going to lose 10 games no
matter what you do, and you’re going to
win 10 games no matter what you do.
What matters is what you do in the other
62 games.” Similarly, I learned that no
matter how good you are, you’re going to
lose some games, but it’s what you practice
afterwards that matters. In our championship season, we lost two games against
teams I know we were better than. Those
lessons taught me about the importance of
fundamentals.
My experience, both as an athlete
and as a sports fan, was that when teams
lose games they should have won, lesser
coaches yell at them, run them to death
in the next practice, and then think the
problem is fixed. The practice after
those losses taught me what really good
teams do. They don’t get yelled at. They
don’t get run to death. They go back to
fundamentals.
The next practice after one loss in particular was a long, 2 and 1/2 hour practice
that entailed nothing more than the basics:
catching and throwing, picking the ball up,
working on footwork and one-on-one play,
and basically being reminded of how to do
the simple things well. And it worked. We
got back on track.

In a church, we can easily forget what
the fundamentals are. One reason is
that in seminaries we aren’t necessarily
schooled in fundamentals. We are exposed
to so many complex thoughts and ideas,
theological explorations we love to dig
into, that we forget what really matters.
The fundamentals in a church are the
basics of worship, and the quality of our
relationships. The fundamentals are the
factors that go into forging a strong connection with God and with each other.
As senior pastor, my role is somewhat
similar to that of a coach. I’m not responsible for barking out orders from the sidelines, but I am responsible for making an
ongoing assessment of how we are doing
from week-to-week. As part of my assessment I have to determine how our fundamentals are doing. It’s easy to mistake
a church’s fundamentals with its bottom
line—it’s numbers. The fundamentals of
church aren’t how well the offering did,
or how many attended. The fundamentals
have to do with quality—to what extent
did people encounter Christ in worship
and how much did we show that we cared
about people.
It’s surprisingly easy to take both for
granted in the overwhelming crush to do
everything else that needs to be done in a
church. Still, each time I sense that things
aren’t going as well as I think they should,
I focus on those two areas, even if it’s not
apparent that the problem is worship and
compassion. My sense is that if giving is
down, the question we need to ask is how
our worship and caring are, not “how do
we get people to give more.” If people
aren’t showing up for our programs, the
question is how we can improve our
worship and caring, not “how do we get
people to show up.”
I also focus on my own fundamentals.
How’s the quality of my preaching and
overall presence in worship? What do
I need to do to improve them? I’ll also
make a greater effort to visit people, chat
with people on Sunday morning, connect with people who might be struggling

and so forth. In sports, a failure to score
or prevent someone from scoring generally doesn’t come from a lack of desire or
effort. More often it results from a lack of
attention to the details that go into scoring
or preventing a score. I’ve played sports
on some pretty crappy teams with coaches
that yell. All they do is make things more
confusing to an already confused team,
making things worse. For us, focusing on
the little things made us better

Building with Baby Steps
Rather than Giant Leaps
Not only during that championship season, but every season after that, we had
a definite rhythm to how we progressed
from the beginning of the season to the
end. We took a series of baby steps that
accumulated into great transformation,
but we rarely took giant leaps. In early
season practices we spent most of our
time working on fundamentals and getting into shape. Then we progressed to
one-on-one drills between offensive and
defensive players. Days later we moved
on to two-on-twos, three-on-threes, until
we were doing well enough to start working on plays. It was really only after we
had mastered these that we started doing
regular full-field scrimmages. And even as
we got to that level, our daily practices had
a similar rhythm in which we moved from
individual drills in the beginning to team
drills at the end.
In my work as a counselor, spiritual
director, and mentor to pastors, I’ve been
consistently disturbed by how often pastors demand that their churches make
giant leaps to mastering ministries and
missions that they are poorly prepared
for. The pastors become frustrated and
disappointed with their churches because
of their lack of progress. But the real
problem is that they ask too much of their
members too soon. They ask them to
take giant leaps instead of helping them
take baby steps. They forget that these
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Successful teams move on to complexity
only after proper preparation. Healthy
churches are very similar.
people haven’t gone to seminary, nor to
all of those seminars and conferences that
they have. Successful teams move on to
complexity only after proper preparation.
And when teams are overwhelmed, then
the coaches simplify the game for them
because they know that’s where success
lies. Healthy churches are very similar.
They don’t push people beyond their abilities, but move them at a level at which
they can grow in confidence and ability.
They help them take baby steps that turn
into giant leaps.

Leaders Who Lift Others Up
Championship teams always have exceptional leadership. I’m not just talking about
the leadership of the stars, but also the
leadership of the older players who aren’t
stars and may barely get into the games.
The seniors on our team were exceptional
in their ability to lift up others around
them to a greater level of play. They set
a standard in the way they played, and in
how they expected others to play. But they
didn’t generally criticize others to get them
to that standard. They praised teammates
when necessary, but they also taught other
players to be better. They wanted to share
their knowledge. They wanted to make
the players around them better. They even
helped those who might take their positions
because they cared more about being on a
great team than being great on a lousy team.
I have been on plenty of other teams,
in a variety of sports, that had great talent,
but poor leadership. Instead of praising or
teaching, they criticized and tried to intimidate. They were more focused on their own
statistics, playing time, and status. They
didn’t make the players around them better.
Instead, they robbed them of confidence.
The teams themselves were cliquey, dividing up into factions. That’s what caused
these teams to underachieve. What made
this championship team exceptional was
the willingness of the older leaders to lift
up their teammates. The factions or cliques
12
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were minimized. It wasn’t a “kum bah yah”
camp by any means, but it was a group that
led each other to be greater than they were
as individuals.
There is a similar dynamic in exceptional
churches. The leadership works to lift up
each other. They recognize that when the
different staff members, committees, and
teams do well, and when everyone’s quality
of work is high, it reflects on all of them.
When my sermons are good, it reflects
on the musicians, the choir, and the band.
When their music is good, it reflects on me.
When each committee does well, it reflects
on other committees. I’ve noticed time and
again in our church that when it comes to
budgeting there are times when one committee will cut their budget without being
prompted, just so another committee can
have more for their ministry.
This kind of leadership begins with pastors who care less about their own acclaim,
and much more about the acclaim given
the whole church. I’ve seen far too many
pastors who are threatened by the success
of others. A friend of mine (a music director) told me how in her church, after the
choir sang a particularly thrilling piece,
the pastor said to her, “You need to tone
the choir down. When they sing like that
it diminishes my sermon. Remember, it’s
the sermon that matters, not the anthem.”
That’s poor leadership. Good leadership
creates chemistry that makes everyone
better collectively than they are individually, even if they are great individually.

Championship Churches
One of the main differences between
churches and championship teams is that
churches aren’t, or at least don’t have to be,
in competition with each other. There’s no
real championship to win. Some think that
to be a champion, a church has to have a
large membership, lots of programs, and
an impressive building. One of the things
that made our championship team unique
was that we were representing a college of

Discussion Questions:
1. What is the vision of your congregation, and can it be expressed in a
simple idea?
2. To what extent can this vision
be turned into a system that
is carried out throughout your
church’s operations?
3. What do you consider the fundamentals of being church to be?
4. When things aren’t going well in
the church, in what ways does your
church (or could your church) get
back to stressing the fundamentals
of being church?
5. Look at the programs, ministries,
and mission of the church. Would
you say they’ve been introduced as
giant leaps or as baby steps leading
collectively to large leaps?
6. If needed, how could your church
scale back to taking smaller steps
toward moving forward?
7. To what extent would you say that
your leadership lifts others up or
pushes people down?
8. What changes would need to be
made to help your church leaders
become more uplifting?

about 1250 students. We had few resources
compared to other teams. Our locker rooms
were dark and dank, there was only a sparse
budget for practice gear (we had to provide
much of it ourselves), and when we travelled we had to sleep four to a hotel room
that slept two. But we were beating teams
from schools with 2,000, 5,000, 20,000, and
even 50,000 students.
What matters wasn’t our size, but how
simple yet comprehensive our vision was,
how well we did the fundamentals, how
clear the steps were to doing well, and
how uplifting the leadership was. The
same is true of churches. They size of the
church really doesn’t matter all that much.
No matter what our size is, how good or
bad our talent is, or how many or few our
resources are, we can do well if we imitate
what good teams do. ◆

The Three “R”s and Your
Congregation’s Future
B EV E R LY A . TH OM PS O N A N D G E O RG E B. TH OM PS O N , J R .

The Past Used to Be the Future

L

et us begin with a deceptively simple question: “What has changed
in the last fifty years?”
Perhaps you are old enough to reflect on this question directly.

Fifty years ago, John F. Kennedy was President, the first Roman Catholic
elected to that office. Every boy wanted a Schwinn bicycle. Elvis Presley was
wildly popular with teenagers, sometimes to their parents’ stern disapproval.
The Soviet Union was considered the USA’s number one enemy. Thousands
of drive-in theaters operated across the country. Telephone party lines were
still common in rural areas. It was not acceptable for men and women to live
together before marriage. Gasoline cost about nineteen cents per gallon.
Honda made cute little scooters.
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Now turn your attention to yourself:
“What has changed for you, during your
own lifetime?” For instance, have you
lived in more than one residence? State?
Country? How many schools did you
attend growing up? Did you ever lose
something or someone who was special to
you? How many jobs have you had? Have
you changed occupations? In what ways
might your political or religious views be
different than they used to be?
We hope that these two quick exercises
remind you vividly of some unavoidable
realities. Time does not stand still; life
keeps moving. The biblical witness of our
spiritual ancestors is filled by a story line
that stays in motion. The way that things
used to be is not necessarily how they are
going to be. It has been common in our
society to speak about this awareness in
terms of “change.” In our experience as
pastors, consultants and teachers, however,
the two of us have seen how that word
often is treated negatively. If you and your
congregation believe that it “has to change,”
you will find it difficult to muster the right
kind of energy for the tasks ahead.
Consider, for instance, these highlights
from one congregation’s story:

Promise and Peril in Center
Street Lutheran
Center Street Lutheran Church was
founded in 1855, the year that its Midwest
farming community was incorporated as
a town. Farmers and craftsmen had been
immigrating to the area from northern
Europe for some time, building new lives
for themselves. Churches “immigrated”
with them—assemblies that began meeting in homes and barns. By 1900, Center
Street Lutheran had become the prominent congregation in town, with young
teachers, physicians, and attorneys among
its members.
During World War I, however, the use
of the German language in public was
being discouraged. After much difficult
deliberation, Center Street Lutheran
decided to continue the German language
service, but to hold it at 8:00 a.m. The
11:00 a.m. service would be conducted in
English. Two of the oldest members, who
still spoke German at home, attended the
8:00 a.m. service but stopped participating in Sunday School, potlucks, and other
events, and reduced their financial support
significantly.
14
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By 1950, the German language service
had been dropped altogether.
One Sunday morning in 1975, a seminary intern at Center Street Lutheran
brought a guitar into the worship service.
He sang a Bob Dylan song during his sermon, speaking of the church’s call to social
justice. At the next church council meeting, a motion to dismiss the intern immediately was defeated narrowly. Instead, the
pastor agreed to preview all of the intern’s
sermons for the rest of the year.
By 1990, the congregation provided a
“contemporary” service at 8:30 a.m., with
guitars leading music, all of which had
been composed since 1965.
By 2000, Center Street Lutheran
Church had been participating for a few
years in an ecumenical food and clothing pantry. It was one of the last religious
communities to get involved. For many of
the pantry’s patrons, English was a second
language, and basic matters of food, housing, clothing, and education were constant
challenges. Center Street Lutheran sometimes was not able to fill all of its volunteer
positions at the pantry. When the pastor
reported at a church council meeting that
the ministerial association was talking
about a resource fair to be held in Center
Street’s large fellowship hall, some council
members balked.
In 2010, Center Street’s new pastor
suggested to the church council that attendance was so small at the contemporary
service that it be dropped and some of its
features be incorporated into the 11:00
service. After a discussion that surprised
her with its intensity, the council voted to
drop the contemporary service and take no
further action. That night, the pastor went
home puzzled. The search committee had
emphasized to her its interest in attracting
families with young children.

Re-framing the
Notion of Change
Unless your church is only a few years
old, you probably recognize some things
about it in Center Street Lutheran’s story.
It becomes clear there that changes of
different kinds occurred over a period of
decades. How difficult is it, then, for a
community of faith to account for change?
Does it always have to throw us off or
appear as a threat? What makes the difference in a congregation’s mind?

Thinking about life, the world, the
passage of time, and our experience with
congregations does make us vividly aware
of how the future is not just like the past.
This is especially true in today’s world,
where the latest, fanciest electronic products often are surpassed by new models in
only a matter of months. While Madison
Avenue might have kept itself in business
by creating infinite versions of the idea of
“new and improved,” we are not always
nor easily convinced. Change does not
automatically generate a welcome!
What if we used a different term instead?
Sometimes reluctantly, our congregations
do understand—at least at one level—that
“change happens,” that their futures likely
will not be exactly the same as the past.
But how do they perceive the impending
circumstances? The two of us are suggesting that the idea of transition might be less
threatening and hence more useful.
For one thing, transition seems to
be a more neutral word. It is less likely
for someone to use this term to describe
something that he or she assumes is bad.
Transitions are what they are—by nature,
neither inherently negative or positive.
This means, secondly, that transitions can
be seen as a normal and natural part of
life. Instead of thinking about “change” as
an undesirable intrusion, we instead can
appreciate how, over the years, we experience transitions of many kinds. The two
of us believe that congregations that learn
how to live with transition are equipped
to stay resilient, as well as to be faithful
in their ministry and mission. Embracing
transition is how we learn to face our
future fruitfully.
In order to become effective and faithful
in facing the future, the two of us believe
that communities of faith need two kinds
of indispensible companions: one, learning new ideas; and, two, engaging new
practices. In this article, the learning has
to do with three distinct ways in which we
have observed congregations dealing with
the transitions that they are facing. We are
calling these the three Rs. However, unlike
the three Rs of readin, ‘ritin, and ‘rithmetic,
these three Rs do not necessarily serve our
congregations equally well.
Our three Rs are called “resist,” “react,”
and “respond.” We will talk about each
one and suggest why one of them in particular holds the most promise. The capacity to respond to transition is accompanied
by practices that support the congregation
as it engages the future. Church officers,

Our congregations must become very intentional if they are
to model an alternative approach, a third way, that expresses
what it means to be the people of God.
pastors, and staff can help reduce the congregation’s anxiety about change. The two
of us believe that this is one of the central
tasks of those authorized to oversee the
congregation’s life, ministry, and vitality.
As a congregation learns to move beyond
either resisting or reacting, it frees its own
energy to be proactive and creative about
how the new opportunity allows faith to be
expressed afresh.

Resisting Transition
In our lifetime, as Baby Boomers, perhaps
the most common form of dealing with
the future is to resist. Whatever is identified as the source of change becomes the
topic of conversation and the object to be
rid of. Typically going unspoken in the use
of resisting are deeply-held beliefs like
“Everything is fine as it is” and “Those
with the right to decide have been here
longer and proven their loyalty.” In other
words, the congregation overall feels that
it will be able to maintain its present way
of life indefinitely and to their satisfaction.
Resisting the prospect of transition is a
tactic in self-preservation.
As the two of us have observed, resisting can take two very different forms,
even though the purpose (and result!) is
the same.
Looking back on my (George’s) earliest years in pastoral ministry, I think that
a very common way for congregations to
deal with all of the changes coming out
of the watershed 1960s was to resist passively. In passive resistance, as we are
using it here, the persons with the most
“cultural capital” in the congregation find
a way to avoid transition without causing a
ruckus. Whether the issues back then had
to do with guitars in worship, considering
a woman pastor, sex education in youth
ministry, or starting a food pantry, the
congregation’s key cultural bearers acted
as gatekeepers. They might have felt a
little distress over the presenting issue,
but they did not see the need to start a

fight. A phone call or two, an informal
conversation with the pastor, or a statement of opinion at a committee or board
meeting often would take care of the matter. Passive resistance to the prospects of
transition uses up less of the congregation’s energy, even if a few persons (read
especially “new or younger members”) get
discouraged along the way.
In other words, whether one approves
of the particular outcome to a specific situation, passive resistance to transition does
have one short-term benefit. It preserves
the current lifeworld of the congregation,
its way of doing things, of relating to one
another and to others. For the time being,
there might be good reasons for passive
resistance to have its way. However, for
those of us who have watched our denominations lose members steadily for decades,
passive resistance is not a long-term strategy. Actually, the two of us would suggest
that it is the persistent “success” of passive
resistance in a congregation that contributes eventually to the other, more damaging form of resistance.
Active resistance to the prospect of a
transition tends to draw substantial energy
out of the congregation, moving it more
visibly into the public arena. What results
from active resistance is what is often
labeled as “conflict.” Probably most common is a situation in which a new idea is
presented by newer members or staff, only
to meet resistance by others who are longer-tenured members or staff. Differences
of opinion that appear to be between two
or three members or staff persons then
escalate. The sequence might first involve
a congregational committee, then the
general board, and possibly to a synod,
conference, association, or presbytery
process. Members of the community feel
themselves almost forced by the developing circumstances to take sides.
Our impression is that conflict, so
defined, has risen among congregations in
frequency and intensity over the last decade
or so. The presenting issues are not necessarily any different than those that we see in

passive resistance. What seems to be different, though, is the congregation’s capacity
for dealing with the situation as a challenge
to the status quo. Scenarios that not infrequently play out in these circumstances can
drain much of the life out of a community.
They give rise to public division, often
resulting in departures of pastor, staff, and/
or members, and leave the congregation
low on energy and hope.
These are circumstances that are not
pleasant to consider or review. However,
conflict is all too common today in communities of faith. What the two of us hope
is that you can learn to re-frame these
experiences, to see them as ways of resisting a perceived threat. Whether active or
passive, we believe that resistance is normal. However, if allowed to play out on its
own, resistance does not serve the congregation in the long run. We propose instead
that those who hold offices of responsibility in and for congregations learn to look
for the challenge of transition underneath
the surface details of resistance.
Which forms of resisting do you see in
the story of Center Street Lutheran? Why
do you think they were used? What were
their short-term effects? Long-term effects?

Reacting to Transition
A transition looming on the congregation’s
horizon does not always lead to resistance.
Some congregations—a smaller ratio—are
able to recognize that some things are
changing and that they want to do something about it. This means that they have
more capacity to adapt than congregations
that resist. Members and staff are willing
to try something new, even if it means they
will have to adjust here and there.
We are suggesting here that reacting to
transition—changes in your neighborhood,
the region’s economic base, etc.—stands
more of a chance of being a positive congregational experience. It can usher in
some new forms of ministry, new networks
within the community, and hopefully
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some new members who like what they
see. However, there is a subtle and usually
unrecognized hazard in the reacting mode.
It is that the larger scope of decisions and
implementation is not thought through
very carefully.
In other words, the reacting mode
tends to put the congregation into imitating mode. Members –or a new pastor—
might start talking about how so-and-so
congregation started a new youth ministry
model a few years ago and now has three
times as many participants as you do. Or
that such-and-such faith community built
a senior citizens’ complex; or that the
other church in town of your denomination began an informal worship service on
Saturday nights and increased its worship
attendance by thirty percent in the first
year. Well, imitation might be the sincerest form of flattery, but it is not the most
effective way to handle your congregation’s
future! While willing to try something new,
the reacting congregation tends to take its
lead outside of itself.
Where in Center Street Lutheran’s history might it have reacted to transition?
Reacting to transition by adding something that “works somewhere else” can
contribute to your community’s faithful
witness, especially for the short term.
However, it leaves a key question unanswered. In simple terms, this question is,
“How does this new opportunity help us
to pursue our vision of God’s preferred
future for us?” Beyond making your community of faith more busy, or appearing to
be creative, or increasing its visibility and
community standing, even adding more
members—why try the new thing?
This matter of the central place of vision
gets addressed by the last of the three Rs.

Responding to Transition
We are proposing here that the notion
of responding to transition becomes a
much more faithful and constructive way
of honoring the past, while still wrestling
with how the Spirit might be calling congregations ahead. We are suggesting by
this term that congregations can learn
to become proactive about their futures.
Rather than allowing circumstances or
other communities to set the pace, we
believe that learning to contemplate
more deeply, to look ahead, to anticipate
challenges as well as opportunities, and
to revisit vision all can become deeply
16
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spiritual activities. The congregation
is a new program to which enough of the
learns, because our world these days creright people agree to begin.
ates continuous change, to develop its own
Books like Mark Lau Branson’s
cycle of reflection, discernment, decision,
Memories, Hopes, and Conversations:
planning, action, and assessment. This proAppreciative Inquiry and Congregational
cess becomes central to the congregation’s
Change and our new Grace for the
rhythm of life and witness; it can become
Journey: Practices and Possibilities for
as natural as breathing.
In-Between Times provide not only tools,
Our third “R” is based on the prembut insights and processes that help to
ise that congregations always are related
refocus your congregation. What we hope
to their contexts, and that changes of all
this article helps you begin to understand
kinds—whether internal or external—presis that our faith communities do not have
ent our faith communities with issues of
to act as either victims or copycats. For
transition. Even more, no congregation is
the long foreseeable future, change will be
disconnected from its environment, so isoconstantly in the mix. In order to stay alert
lated that it can ignore what goes on around
and capable of sensing God’s call afresh,
it. Responding to transition does not mean
congregations in any kind of transition
jumping on someone else’s bandwagon,
must learn to respond. To accept such a
approving of whatever new thing appears.
challenge is to claim heritage with our bibInstead, transition can be treated as space
lical ancestors.
for the congregation to step back and take
How might Center Street Lutheran
stock of itself and its ministry.
Church’s new pastor focus her pastoral
What does a “responding” congregation
work in such a way that this old congregalook like, that is different from resisting
tion becomes a responding one?
or reacting? Space here does not allow a
How might your congregation engage
detailed treatment. One key difference,
the future by responding, rather than
however, is that responding congregations
resisting or reacting? ◆
have learned how to move beyond anxiety
or oppositional thinking.
This learning in itself is a
Wesley Granberg-Michaelson
significant step, especially
F O R E W O R D B Y Jim Wallis
in light of American society’s penchant for litigious
behavior! Make no mistake: our congregations
must become very intentional if they are to model
an alternative approach, a
AN EVANGELICAL PILGRIMAGE
third way, that expresses
TO WORLD CHRISTIANITY
what it means to be the
people of God.
“Delightful, moving, important. . . .The wonderful story
of a person who has played a large role in bringing
Another key difChrist’s one — broken — body closer together.”
ference in responding
— Ronald J. Sider
congregations is that the
“Wes Granberg-Michaelson inverts the
pastor and governing
usual ‘Great Man’ success story in favor
board have developed
of a deeply personal tale of how God
uses flawed human beings and imthe trust and respect
perfect institutions to transform
necessary to work
the world.” — Diana Butler Bass
together. New pastors
“A multifaceted treasure — a
often do not appreciwindow into a fascinating
ate how difficult it is for
Christian leader and a window
into his times as well.”
congregations, when
— Brian D. McLaren
the world around them
ISBN 978-0-8028-6683-7
appears to change so
312 pages · paperback · $24.00
dramatically. Pastors
At your bookstore, or call 800-253-7521
bear a great responsibilwww.eerdmans.com
ity in gaining the trust
of key church members.
1544
Otherwise, the best that
a new pastor can expect

Unexpected
Destinations

Pastor Fred Cook (far right) visits with Phyllis Mathews (second from
left), a student at Over The Rhine Learning Center, and members of
her family. From left, Santeriyahn Mills, Phyllis Mathews, Contessa
Mathews, Summer Collins, and Pastor Fred Cook.

Faith, Family, and Food
G. J E F F R EY

M AC DONA LD

A

six-year-old boy was famished when he arrived for camp on the morning of Aug. 1
at Washington United Church of Christ. After devouring four bowls of cereal, toast,
and fruit, he caught his breath and explained, “We didn’t have any food in the house

yesterday,” he told Pastor Pam DeFusco. He had gone to bed hungry, so she let him have a few
extra helpings in the morning.
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Percentage of Children in Poverty: 2010 to 1990
2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

1999

1998

1997

1996

1995

1994

1993

1992

1991

1990

22

17.1

20.7

18.9

19

19.9

18

20.5

17.4

20.8

17.6

21.8

17.8

22.7

17.6

22.3

16.7

16.3

21.8

2000
16.2

20.6

Source: US Census report on poverty, released September 2011. http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/poverty/index.html

For Washington UCC, such situations stemming from child poverty are all
too familiar, and the church responds as
needs arise. When three homeless teens
from Georgia arrived in July, food pantry
director Ann Osterfeld didn’t just give
them food for the night. She reached in
a drawer and passed them a can opener
from her stock. When a local family’s food
stamps ran out for July, a camp counselor
ran out on a Saturday evening and delivered two gallons of milk from the church’s
supply. Around here, no one punches a
clock or acts as a rigid stickler for policies.
When kids have needs, the faith community provides, much as a parent or grandparent would.
The number of children in this boy’s
situation is growing rapidly. In September,
a devastating U.S. Census Bureau report
revealed that the percentage of children
living in poverty has soared nearly 6 percentage points in just 10 years—from 16.2
percent in 2000 to 22 percent in 2010. I’ve
contacted leading poverty research centers at more than a half dozen universities
and have repeatedly heard that they don’t
collect data on the impact of religious
outreach on this population. Stories, such
as this boy’s, help clarify what statistics on
poverty miss.
They show congregations serving in
effect as stable extended families for kids
who’ve known little in the way of social
fabric and whose lives are otherwise
marked by chaos at home, at school, in
the streets, and elsewhere. Where people
of faith are making a difference, they’re
proving to be every bit as caring, forgiving
and demanding as members of a robustly
healthy family. Says University of Texas at

San Antonio sociologist John Bartkowski,
“Creating durable relationships with
people—between congregants and disadvantaged persons or disadvantaged families—does seem to have a better prospect
for success than just intermittent efforts at
relieving poverty.”
If relationships make a difference in
the lives of children living in poverty, the
question becomes, “How?” What enables
certain congregations of modest means
and limited volunteer power to have a
dramatic impact on the lives of children
who face myriad disadvantages? And how
can those dynamics and blessings take root
elsewhere?
Seeking answers this year, I’ve interviewed dozens of people involved in outreach ministry to children in poverty. I’ve
visited with children and volunteers, both
in high-crime urban neighborhoods and
isolated rural communities. Not surprisingly, challenges vary widely from setting
to setting, but faith communities that do
this work with joy and satisfaction seem to
share a common ethos.
This ethos says children of all abilities
and temperaments deserve a chance to
develop their talents. To do so, they need
stability and assurance that they’re loved.
When nuclear families lack stability, congregations step up in one way or another, offering what turns out to be an oasis in some
kids’ cases, a launching pad in others. They
do so by exercising a concept of family that’s
not based on bloodlines. It’s built instead
on God-given ties and robust, theological
visions for what it means to flourish.
The figures don’t lie: child poverty is
a rapidly growing problem in America.
In 2009, 15.5 million kids were living in

poverty, up from 13.1 million in 2000.
What’s more, 42 percent of American
children (31 million) were living below
200 percent of the federal poverty rate in
2009, according to a 2011 report from the
Annie E. Casey Foundation. For a household of four, that means living for a year
on less than $43,512.
The Great Recession has made tough
times for children even tougher. In 2010,
eight million kids had at least one parent
who was unemployed, and 5.5 million had
lost their homes to foreclosure. Children
living in crowded housing or moving frequently are more likely to be insecure,
in fair or poor health, at risk for developmental delays, and seriously underweight,
according to a study published in August
in the American Journal of Public Health.
It’s a Monday afternoon in Cincinnati’s
rough Over-the-Rhine neighborhood, and
18-year-old Kameron Shepard has come
to First Lutheran Church for tutoring.
Upon arrival, he passes three homeless
women chatting on a stoop and a few men
who’ve just left the church’s free clothing
giveaway. He doesn’t want to end up in
their situation. He’s a celebrated artist and
hopes for a bright future. But he can’t go
to art school or start an art-related business unless he learns to read. That’s why
he’s here.
Shephard’s shy, charming smile masks
the tragic fact that he can barely read as
a senior in high school. Contributing factors, including poor schools, are several.
He’s dyslexic and gets little guidance from
his single-parent father, whom he rarely
sees. But he knows he’d better not give
up. When he once missed an appointment
with his volunteer reading tutor, she beat

Percentage of Children Living in Single-parent Homes: 2009 to 1990
2009

2008

34

2007

32

32

2006
32

2005
32

2004
31
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31
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31
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31
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31

Source: Kids Count Data Center, Annie E. Casey Foundation. http://datacenter.kidscount.org/data/acrossstates/Default.aspx
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a path past drug dealers and panhandlers
and knocked on his door.
“I went with his tutor, and we called
up to his window: ‘Kameron! Kameron!’”
said Leslie Cook, director of Over-theRhine Learning Center (OTRLC), which
offers free tutoring as a ministry of First
Lutheran Church. “He called out the
window, ‘Sorry, I forgot.’ He closed the
window, came down and we toddled off
to class together. That’s what it takes. Any
other program would have lost Kameron,
who’s not learning to read in the public
schools… And we’ve done [home visits]
many times for students.”
This familial, never-give-up attitude is
summed up near the Center’s entrance on
a sign that reads simply, “It Takes What It
Takes.” Twenty volunteers help neighbors
learn to read and prepare for the GED, but
area residents also receive help in areas that
family members tend to provide for each
other. Mrs. Cook pulls out a drawer filled
with unopened letters; they’re for individuals who don’t have a reliable address and
have mail sent to the Center. People also
drop in for help filling out official forms or
counting money for rent.
These beyond-the-call-of-duty services can help stave off eviction or other
disasters. They also fill a void by bringing
know-how to bear in a setting where few
can call a reliable relative to help address
day-to-day challenges. According to a 2011
AmeriCorps VISTA analysis of Census
data, an astounding 83 percent of children
growing up in Cincinnati’s poorest neighborhoods live in a single-parent household.
Being as family to the people who are
poor in Over-the-Rhine doesn’t mean
shedding boundaries. Staff and volunteers keep their home addresses and
phone numbers private. They also limit
how much they’ll do for someone since
they’d rather teach self-sufficiency than
dependency.
Perry Byrd, 54, found reading hard
when he began to receive tutoring at the
Center about eight years ago. He urged his
tutor to make the process more fun, less
laborious. She said no, reading takes work,
and reminded him of his goal: to be able to
read to his grandchildren. He persevered
and completed the basic reading program.
Now his grandchildren can hear him read,
in part because his tutor insisted on hard
work and refocused him again and again
on the task at hand.
Many low-income people who’ve
confronted their fears and insecurities at

Low-income kids who receive religious
instruction do better than those who
don’t on a range of outcomes, from high
school graduation rates to abstinence,
and from smoking to leading happy lives
in adulthood.
OTRLC credit the church’s loving, familial
approach. Katrina Davis, a 36-year-old single mother, depends on food stamps and
child support to make ends meet. She’s
been eager to inspire her four daughters,
ages 13 to 20, by continuing her education, but she didn’t pass the math and science sections of the GED exam this year.
Preparing to try again, she dared seek help
at OTRLC because she knew she’d be
among people of faith.
“I wanted to be surrounded by positive
people,” Davis said. “When I came here,
I felt as if I was walking into the Lord’s
house. These people here, when they see
me get frustrated, they don’t get frustrated
with me. They make me feel loved. And I
have not always felt like that in programs
I’ve been to. People [in other places] give
you a nasty feeling and make you not want
to come there. They treat it like work...
But when I come in this place, I feel the
sun. It’s just shining. It’s here.”
Three miles from Over-the-Rhine,
Washington United Church of Christ runs
a different type of ministry, one that works
less with parents and more with young
children. In its own way, Washington UCC
acts as an extended family for children
who can’t count on stable home lives.
Generational poverty makes childhood stressful for many kids in Camp
Washington, a neighborhood of 1,500.
Here, 42 percent of households earn less
than $15,000 per year. Nearly 20 percent of families have children and live
below the federal poverty level. Among
households with children, almost half are
headed by a single woman.
“People move in to Camp Washington
and stay as long as they can afford to,”
said an email from Steve Thomas, the
AmeriCorp VISTA worker who analyzed

Census data on the neighborhood this
summer. “But after a few months of paying
rent only when they can or failing to keep
up with other bills, they’re evicted and are
forced to find shelter elsewhere. It’s just a
fact of life in urban communities; if you’re
poor, you’re going to have to move a lot.”
To serve this unsettled community,
Washington UCC specializes in caring
for children. During the school year, the
church operates an after-school program
where kids get help with homework—
away from TV, noisy siblings, and other
distractions that tend to pop up at home.
They’re fed every time they come here
because they might not eat again at home,
according to Pastor DeFusco. But the
hallmark of Washington UCC’s children’s
ministry is the summer camp that’s been
operating on this site for 40 years.
One August morning this year, the
camp’s 35 kids had plenty of energy after
breakfast. Upstairs in worship, they sang
and danced God’s praises, heard about the
Resurrection and jostled to be the one to
say the closing prayer. In this activity, organizers are cultivating love and knowledge
of God, much as they would in their own
children or grandchildren.
Research suggests it’s time well-spent.
Low-income kids who receive religious
instruction do better than those who don’t
on a range of outcomes, from high school
graduation rates to abstinence, and from
smoking to leading happy lives in adulthood, according to a 2009 analysis of
survey data by the University of Wisconsin
Institute for Research on Poverty.
After worship, they broke up into
groups. Camp counselors joined with
high school youth from St. Peter’s United
Church of Christ in Elmhurst, Illinois,
to oversee drawing, paper mache, and
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outdoor games. With help from local
foundations, they traveled on other days
this summer to places they’ve never been,
such as Cincinnati’s National Underground
Railroad Freedom Center.
For kids such as Jamaica Turpin,
whose family has moved three times in
the past two years, the camp’s daily routines play the familial role of fostering
curiosity in a stable, loving environment.
And the counselors’ focus on teaching
conflict resolution without violence has
clearly made an impact.
“At the beginning, kids were being all
bossy and stuff,” Jamaica said after helping serve Communion in Sunday worship.
“Now it’s like we’re more mature and
everything.”
Providing family-type support in Camp
Washington means ministering with flexibility and a folksy touch. Before kids leave
for the weekend, they get a little bag of
non-perishables—much like what a grandmother might tuck into a child’s backpack—to help hold them over until they
return on Monday. A church bus makes
sure kids have a ride to camp or Sunday
worship. Every Saturday night, Pastor
DeFusco calls all the kids to remind them
to be ready for pickup the next morning.
Often, she’s the driver who gets them.
“I make a loop and pick up the youth
on my way in, which is good, because
they help me get ready for worship,” Rev.
DeFusco said. “Everyone who comes in
from the suburbs also picks up some kids
on their way.”
In embracing the adage that “it takes a
village to raise a child,” Washington UCC
draws on an extended family beyond the
local church. Other Midwestern congregations pay $200 per person to spend a week
in this mission field. (Costs include housing in church-owned apartments). This
brings in $42,000 to help run the camp.
Thus a wider family of congregations
comes together to provide both the funding and the manpower needed to be like
family to kids in Camp Washington.
Tough love shown toward the kids
suggests these really are family-type relationships. Fighting or threatening gets a
child sent home, but they’re always given
a chance to come back and do better the
next day. Two graduates of the camp now
work in the kitchen, where they prepare
camp meals and learn work habits. Being
late for any reason is not tolerated. Sure,
arriving five minutes late might not derail
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Jack Howard helps
D’eyja Foster with
a drawing activity
at a camp run by
Washington United
Church of Christ. In
August, Howard’s
youth group from
St. Peter’s United
Church of Christ of
Elmhurst, IL., spent a
week helping at the
camp as a summer
mission trip.

the day’s lunch, but this is about learning
responsibility.
“It’s a job where I can get paid, and it’s
working with grandma Jean [Siddall], who
I’ve been around since I was like six,” said
18-year-old Amy Higginbotham, who’s
worked in the camp kitchen since age 13.
“It’s definitely taught me a work ethic.
Getting up every morning at six to be here
at seven is not my favorite thing, so that’s
been a big part of it.”
The camp’s impact is measured in stories. Counselors are proud of “James,” a
mentally disabled 11-year-old with an IQ
of 40, who had never spoken in sentences
until he started uttering two-, three- and
four-word combinations at camp this summer. Pastor DeFusco has a list of stories of
kids who’ve learned to be less disruptive.
One camper has been accepted at an academically selective public high school.
Taking a folksy, family-style approach
can have drawbacks if it means everything
isn’t done exactly by the book. On the
day I visited the camp, Washington UCC
received a surprise visit from an inspector. The church received a failing grade
for not signing in every child and for not
having a vegetable on the day’s lunch
menu. Failing the Ohio Summer Food
Program inspection cost the camp $7,000
in funding next year.
“I feel badly that we lost this and that
I wasn’t in compliance,” said Jean Siddall,
a volunteer who coordinates camp programs and puts about $250 from her own

pocket into children’s ministry supplies
each month. “But the bottom line is that
I know our kids are well-fed and that our
meals meet all the nutritional guidelines.
I know they’re being loved and nurtured
in a safe place. That’s the important thing.
But I regret losing the income.”
Two-hundred-fifty miles and a world
away in Oaktown, Ind. (pop. 650), Oaktown
First Christian Church (Disciples of Christ)
serves a farming community where poverty
hides behind closed doors. The ministries
here exhibit many of the same family-type
dynamics that offer stability, love and hope
in Cincinnati. But in Oaktown, children of
migrant workers enjoy the added advantage
of strong support from parents and siblings,
who teach little ones by example how to
dream big and work hard. Meanwhile, yearround residents of the area have seen their
family bonds collapse under the weight
of drugs and economic pressures. Hence
needs for support now come from some
unexpected places.
During summer, outreach efforts target
children of migrant workers, who come
from Georgia, Texas, and elsewhere to
work in the fields. A five-week school, run
by the local public school district, meets at
the church to make sure migrant kids don’t
regress in their studies over the summer.
About 12 kids took part this year, mixing
class work with field trips to historic sites
and swimming pools.
On Tuesday evenings, the church
transforms into a space where tired

migrant workers gather to receive
assistance in the forms of health care,
education, and nutrition. Outside on a
basketball court, kids hop and do jumping jacks as part of a health clinic. Inside,
women poke through just-harvested
cucumbers and bell peppers. Donated
clothing, free for the taking, covers folding tables. Men, including one who’s
been working in fields with a broken,
blackened finger for months, wait to
see a doctor who’s set up behind a portable partition.
In these ministries, the church offers
space for a local hospital and school to
deliver services, but parishioners and leaders go beyond that. Early in the season,
Pastor Todd Barnhizer goes with an interpreter to the haciendas where migrants
live and invites them to partake regularly
of services, including school and health
clinics for kids. Tutor Randy Wolfe has
helped administrators understand what
migrants need. For example, a bus scheduled to pick them up at 6 p.m. was going
to prove useless, he explained, because
migrants are still working in the fields
then. In providing advocacy, as well as
space for healing and learning, Oaktown
First Christian does for migrants much of
what stable family members try to do for
one another.
Kids clearly benefit from the supportive attention and positive outlets they get
here. Their teachers raved about how well
behaved they are, even on field trips, and
how willingly they execute assignments.
Poverty hasn’t tamped down these kids’

Cynthia Boyle,
a camper at
Washington United
Church of Christ’s
summer camp in
Cincinnati, takes a
rest during a lively
worship service led
by the children.

cooperativeness or self-discipline. One
11-year-old told me he shares a king-sized
bed each night with as many as five of his
nine siblings. Enrique Segura, also 11,
has grown up in an Immokalee, Florida.
trailer with three siblings and two parents,
both of whom are field workers. They face
plenty of disadvantages, but they’re overcoming them with help from stable family
dynamics.
Consider Enrique. Each summer day, he
spends six hours in school, then works with
his parents in the fields. Before bed, he
writes in a journal about how he felt working in the fields. His brother did the same
when he was younger. Now his brother is a
lawyer. Enrique plans to be a doctor.
“He’s up to 7,000 words in his journal,”
said Enrique’s mother, Maria Segura. “I
want him to realize that he can do better
than just working in the fields. I’m telling
him, ‘Alright, how does it make you feel as
a youngie to be working in the fields—if
you don’t have no choice and can’t go to
school? Is that the way you want to grow
up? Or do you want to do better?’ It’s a
window of opportunity for him to look and
say, ‘I can do better.’”
Among Oaktown’s migrants, I saw
example after example of kids benefitting
from the familial influences of two handson parents, caring siblings, and a church.
They seem on track for bright futures. But
for others in Oaktown, teachers told me,
the future seems to be growing bleaker.
As recently as the mid-1900s, students
at Helen Griffith Elementary School in
nearby Washington, Indiana came from
working-class families with employed
parents and stable households, according
to a teacher who asked not to be identified because she worries about on-thejob repercussions. Since then, jobs have
become hard to find, families have frayed
under economic stress, and addictions
to locally manufactured crystal methamphetamine have left lives in tatters. It’s
not uncommon, she said, for her to walk
a child to the curb after school and greet
a parent whose arms are pocked with
meth sores. With neither jobs nor robust
relational bonds to keep them strong
against temptation, despondent families
with children are tumbling from working
class to poverty-stricken underclass at an
alarming rate.
In Oaktown, First Christian began
addressing the quiet local desperation when
a parishioner noted that meals offered to
migrants would be much appreciated by

Questions for Reflection:
1. Where is child poverty a growing
problem in your area or community?
If you’re not sure, identify a few
social service agencies and ask what
they’re observing.
2. How might outreach to children in
poverty be understood within your
congregation’s theology of mission?
3. How might your congregation
channel existing programs and
resources to address the growing
problem of child poverty?
4. Does your congregation discern a
calling to assist low-income children
in a particular way? How?
5. In which ways does your congregation already act as a type of
extended family for vulnerable
children who lack security at home?
How might we expand and do more
in this role?

year-round residents as well. That observation gave rise to a weekly Wednesday night
meal that now draws about 60 kids, or 10
percent of the town. Kids get a chance to
write prayers on cards.
“Some of them break your heart,”
Barnhizer said. “They say things like,
‘Please help my mom get off meth. Help
get my dad out of jail.’”
To examine these rural and urban ministries is to sense an irony. The familial,
whatever-it-takes quality in these relationships can make all the difference in a
child’s life. And yet that factor is virtually
impossible to quantify or measure.
It’s not just a Midwest phenomenon.
This elusive, relational factor has transformed food pantry lines at First Lutheran
Church in suburban Fullerton, California,
from hotspots for fistfights into settings
where homeless people now arrive early
for a rare chance to relax in an air conditioned environment. Organizers at First
Lutheran’s pantry introduced a lottery system to diffuse the competition that came
with a first-come, first-served arrangement. They also set up chairs, water pitchers, and toys for kids during the wait. The
key was mindset: they made a point to
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treat guests not as clients to be served but
as if they were relatives visiting from out of
town. Such subtleties elude statistics, but
they make vulnerable children—who sleep
in shelters, in cars, and under bridges—
feel loved and secure for a little while.
“People have said to us time and time
again, ‘You’re the only place where we
feel like we matter,’” said First Lutheran
Diaconal Minister Barbara Martyn. “The
food factor is totally essential, but unless
it is coupled with hospitality and gracious
welcome, [the ministry] would not be what
it is. It’s stressing the fact that we’re to be
the hands and feet of Jesus.”
Data might convey whether a church
feeds children in poverty, but they never
capture whether those preparing and serving the meal actually sit down and eat with
the kids and their parents. When they do
sit down and eat together, durable bonds of
trust form and grow into a web of support
that can help kids in myriad ways, according
to John Bartkowski, the University of Texas
at San Antonio sociologist. The only way to
make this discovery is to experiment—or do
as Bartkowski did and hear the witness of
those who’ve done it.
If congregations are to work effectively with children in poverty, it seems
they need to embrace this irony and its
implications. Foremost among them: it
can be tough to rally support for projects
that aren’t data-driven. Raising funds or
attracting press coverage can be uphill
battles when there’s a dearth of hard figures. Ministries might do their best to
document what works, but they also need
to be realistic in admitting that what works
doesn’t always appear on paper.
Where data don’t tell the whole story,
congregations committed to child poverty outreach rely on robust theological convictions to guide their work. At
St. Camillus Catholic Church in Silver
Spring, Maryland, Jesus’ teaching that
says “blessed are the poor” points to a
reality seen each day at the food pantry:
people on society’s fringes know God intimately as their provider. Their depth of
faith rubs off on those who’re better off
financially and tend to feel a less intimate
connection with God. Thus the ministry
is fueled by confidence in the maxim that
wherever knowledge and love of God are
growing, worthy goals are fulfilled—even
in the absence of graphs and charts to
document it.
“The gift of this ministry is you just
enter into a different lifestyle than your
22
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own,” said Joan Conway, coordinator of
St. Camillus’ food pantry, which served
6,000 people in 2010, up from 1,000 in
2008. “As educated Americans, we think
we can get what we need because we’re
well-connected and have good educations,
so if I lose this job I can get another one.
[But pantry visitors] know that they have
no control over their lives, and so they live
completely dependent on God.”
Working closely with vulnerable
people, Conway said, bears witness to
the crucial theological idea that God
shares in humans’ suffering and thus
enables them to overcome it. Solidarity
with people in need produces “a constant
conversion of the heart.” She recalled,
for example, an encounter with a grandmother who’d come to the pantry seeking formula for a two-month-old infant
in her arms. Conway at first declined
because the pantry has a policy that only
mothers and fathers can receive formula;
at $15 per can, it must be rationed. She
then asked where the mother was. The
mother, it turned out, had been deported
two weeks earlier.
“So here she was with this two-month
old baby,” Conway said. “She’s struggling
to take care of this infant, and because she
has the infant, she can’t work as many days
as she used to. It just took my breath away
when I realized: ‘Yes, I could enforce this
rule, but I have to do it more lovingly.’”
What’s more, congregations sense a
calling to build bridges across class lines,
and practicing radical hospitality turns
that vision into reality. At First Lutheran
Church in Fullerton, California, offering
family-style hospitality toward poor and
homeless children honors a calling to be
Christ’s hands and feet. While kids wait for
food, volunteers seat them together at a
table with crayons and paper. At Vacation
Bible School, they learn about Christ’s love
in their native language, whether that’s
English or Spanish. Even Fullerton area
congregations that don’t have their own
outreach find meaning in supporting First
Lutheran’s efforts with volunteers and
donations. Their family-style support for
the work of fellow Christians is essential
since the pantry receives no government
funding. One Yorba Linda church collected 10,000 canned goods, plus donations, during Lent this past year.
“People that live in Yorba Linda do not
have the type of people that we have here
in downtown Fullerton,” Martyn said.

“They come over here to practice helping
the poor.”
The New Testament pushes family
concepts beyond bloodlines. Jesus prays
not to a distant or ineffable deity, but to
“Abba,” or Father. He defines his brothers and sisters not as those who share his
bloodline; they consist instead of “whoever
does the will of my Father in heaven.” In
my research, I heard time and again people quoting scripture to explain why they
share not just resources with impoverished
families but also their lives. It seems confidence in the God revealed in scripture
needs to be nurtured and brought to mind
often if a congregation is going to be energized, not drained, by this work.
Lastly, without reams of hard data to
draw upon, congregations mobilize support for child poverty outreach by bringing rigor to bear in storytelling. When
evidence is largely anecdotal, they collect
specifics from individual cases and tell
stories of lives changed in rich, compelling
detail. Those who pay attention and track
what comes of unmeasurable, quality relationships find they’re blessed with material that can captivate an audience. Leslie
Cook of Over-the-Rhine Learning Center,
for instance, has collected enough material in recent years to write a book. Pastor
DeFusco of Washington UCC can rattle
off dozens of stories of kids’ lives changed
by virtue of congregants’ caring attention
to details. Just as those who learn to tell a
good story sometimes make great films or
write a classic novels, likewise some work
effectively to build appreciation for outreach work among impoverished children.
America’s congregations have their
work cut out for them as more and more
children fall into poverty and government
programs pull back. Yet it’s work they’re
uniquely qualified to do—not as replacements for public assistance, but as builders
of strong relational foundations. Where
poverty is worsening, families are buckling
under pressure and stress. In many cases,
children need the kinship-style embrace
that congregations can deliver. This drama
is playing out at a tender time for religious
institutions. Many churches are struggling
to focus and define their missions. Yet for
some, the answer to the question “Who are
we to be in this place, in this time?” has
turned out to be surprisingly close at hand.
They’ve become as family to kids and parents who know insecurity all too well. And
children’s lives are the better for it. ◆

Bridges Out of Poverty
At last, an approach to poverty that works! I have been
a pastor/priest for forty-one years. The first half of my
career was as a Baptist, and the second as an Episcopalian.
Each of the five churches where I have served was, in the
spirit of Christ, committed to helping people who live in
poverty. We provided help in the usual ways such as food,
utilities, and gas.
Somewhere along the way, however, I realized that what
we were doing was honorable, but it only helped people to
survive in poverty; it did not raise them out of poverty. We
began trying models for helping people move toward selfsufficiency, with marginal success.
And then I learned about Bridges Out of Poverty while
working with the Poverty Alleviation Coalition in
Bartlesville, Oklahoma. We had invited Dr. Phil DeVol,
co-author of a book by the same name, to lead a conference for our community. This proved to be an eye-opening
experience. The same was true for other attendees. People
were saying, “I never thought about poverty that way.”
The proverbial light bulbs were going off. Personally, I was
thinking, “If I had only known this years ago…”
This program rests upon three truths that Bridges has
discerned:
•

First, “generational poverty” is an ongoing reality for
an increasing number of people. This involves children growing up in poverty and having children in
poverty—generation after generation that is all they
know.

•

Second, life in poverty means living with the “tyranny
of the moment” all day, every day.

•

Third, people in middle class and with wealth have
a “future story”—a dynamic unknown to people in
poverty, yet necessary for self-sufficiency.

The Bridges program—which is based upon the work of
Dr. Ruby Payne in A Framework for Understanding
Poverty—provides training for community volunteers
who have a desire to help other “Children of God” who are
trapped in poverty develop their own future stories. Persons
in poverty are enlisted for a twenty-week workshop called
“Getting Ahead in a Just-gettin’ By World.” In this setting,
the participants are called “investigators” who work
together to learn how to create their “future story” and
move beyond poverty. Graduates from Getting Ahead then
spend eighteen months, with the support of mentors, living
into their future story and working toward sustainability.

have never been short on compassion. Through Bridges we
now move forward in helping people in poverty with what I
call “informed compassion.”
The results in Bartlesville have been remarkable.
Participants complete a survey before and after their
experience in Getting Ahead in order to measure progress.
Graduates have demonstrated increases in income and
savings while realizing reductions in payday loans and rentto-own furniture. Moreover, job retention improves.
In January, three months after a Getting Ahead class, one
of the graduates sent me an email that told me we were on
the right track.

Father Lee,
I wanted to share with you that as of today I am TOTALLY
free from all past due bills, predator debt and extra
spending!!!!! I have worked really hard and have had a total
mind change due to the classes I attended. Because of this I
now have my future story!!!
When I first began the Getting Ahead class I was paying out
498.00 a month just in payday loans, rent to own and overdraft charges. I also lowered my spending by not eating out
and changing my cell phone plan. I estimate I was throwing
away close to 600.00 monthly on unnecessary spending.
I feel so free and I wanted to thank you for adding to my life
and giving me the courage to take this step.
This has been one of the most rewarding experiences of my
forty-one years of ministry. And, this has had a wonderful
impact on my church as people have become involved. Even
as we are helping people change their lives for the better,
we too are being transformed by getting to know people
in poverty, learning what life is like for them, and helping
them as they work toward self-sufficiency—Christ in us
touching the Christ in them.
Bridges Out of Poverty is making a difference, and so can
you for the least fortunate of God’s children around us.
For more information about Bridges Out of Poverty, visit
www.bridgesoutofpoverty.com.
Fr. Lee Stephens
St. Luke’s Episcopal Church
Bartlesville, Oklahoma

The meeting inspired me, and I began working to become a
certified trainer with Bridges Out of Poverty for our community. Like many people in our churches and community, I
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Comfortable in Their Skin
America’s Vital Congregations

G

ary Charles had as close a seat to the events of September 11, 2001, as anyone would
have cared for. Then minister at the Old Presbyterian Meeting House in Alexandria,
Virginia, Charles kept a near non-stop vigil for those affected by the events in New

York City, over the skies of Pennsylvania, and at the Pentagon—a scant six-and-a-half miles from
his congregation.
A decade later, Charles—now senior pastor at Central Presbyterian Church in Atlanta,
Georgia—was preparing to meet his worship team to plan his current congregation’s tenth anniversary 9/11 service. He came fully prepared. Working with the congregation’s director of music
ministries, David VanderMeer, and a lay leader, Ellen Phillips, they crafted “what we thought was
a wonderful approach to this anniversary. I expected everyone to say how wonderful it all was.”
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The others on the worship team were
not so easily impressed. The associate
pastor, junior staff members, three young
women clergy in Central’s pastoral residency program—a project funded by Lilly
Endowment, Inc. that allows recent divinity
school graduates to serve for three years
under the tutelage of an experienced senior
pastor—church administrators, and various
other laity attending the meeting were concerned that what had been proposed didn’t
“feel like a worship service,” says Charles,
“but a special service to which we would
invite people in honor of 9/11.”
Oftentimes, this level of disagreement
would lead to conflict. But no conflict
arises. Instead, the possibility of a conflict
gives way to a fecund environment that
deepens their members’ roots in the congregation and strengthens community
vitality—a concept too often measured in
quantifiable units such as growing membership rolls, increasing donations, and
proliferating programs.
Vitality has a very different face in this
downtown Atlanta community. Those
familiar with Central sum up it up in one
word: “authenticity.” Indeed, in a series of
interviews over three days with congregational staff, members, visitors, and those in
and around the greater Atlanta community
the term was offered by no less than a half
dozen people. Whether discussing worship, the sharply focused arts program,
the vibrant teenage youth community,
the music program, or any of the church’s
other offerings, “authentic” was the word
people kept returning to when explaining what is happening in the church
across from the Georgia State Capitol on
Washington Street.
It is tempting to credit the congregation’s success to well-crafted programs
headed by talented people. And there is
something to this. Central does have a
heavy concentration of professional people, theological educators, and ordained
clergy who attend. And the congregation
offers a range of well-designed, thoughtprovoking programs that appeal to them.
From the annual summer educational program (whose theme this year is “Searching
for Justice in Georgia” and lasts 13 weeks),
to its art displays (currently, “Seeing Christ
in the Darkness”—a collection of prints
by artist Georges Rouault), to an outreach
and advocacy program (a ministry to
homeless people in Atlanta that in 2010
served 10,000 unique guests), and a seasonal night shelter operated in cooperation

with the neighboring Catholic Shrine of
the Immaculate Conception, few congregations offer the depth and richness of
programs Central provides.
But scratch a bit deeper into the community, and it becomes apparent that the
programs are expressions of Central’s vitality, not its source.
Everything at Central stems from an
open and honest transmission of ideas that
enables clergy and staff to rise to their
potential and members to interact richly
and deeply. It has developed intentionally
and organically, in response to dedicated
leadership and Central’s geographic and
cultural realities.

The Meeting
Martin Lehfeldt has been a member
of Central since the late 1960s. When
he talks about what makes Central
Presbyterian vital, he turns, as do many
others, to worship first. What Lehfeldt values most is the ease with which the order
of worship progresses. “For years,” he
says, “worship was a cerebral experience”
in which the sermon was the focus of the
Sabbath gathering. That began to change
when Ted Wardlaw—now president at
Austin Seminary—arrived and began to
shift worship toward a more-liturgical format. “Ted taught us,” Lehfeldt continues,
“that worship can touch the heart as well
as the head.” Charles continues, and has
expanded upon, this liturgical tradition.
“Preaching is still important,” Lehfeldt
says, “but there’s so much more to it now.
Every part of worship matters. The experience is, simply, authentic.” What it isn’t, he
adds, is “production.”
The ministerial staff takes his opinion
as high praise—and with a grain of proverbial salt. While no leader at Central
approaches worship the way a producer
would a Broadway play, Central’s worship
team does plan for worship with the same
concern for details and flow that any theater producer does.
That work begins every Monday at
1:00, and it can run for hours. This is
sacred time for the congregation’s staff.
Nothing, not even a nosy reporter, interrupts the time together.
The meetings are large. The ministerial staff, which includes the pastor and
associate pastor, the three resident pastors,
VanderMeer, education leaders, Michael
Morgan (the church organist with a 35

year tenure at Central), church administrators, and often lay leaders in the arts—a
total of no less than 10 individuals—plan
for and parse every aspect of the service.
This is no gathering to rubber-stamp
Charles’s ideas.
When his team protested the direction the September 11 service was taking,
Charles opened not by defending his ideas,
but by working with the team to “push and
prod here and there, [until] we wound up
crafting something that is both Sunday
morning worship and a special one.”
“Everyone at that table,” Charles states,
“is a worship leader.”
“I’ve learned,” he continues, “when
you’re working with really creative and
talented people, let them stay at home if
you don’t want to draw on their creativity
and talents.”
Clearly, at Central, there exists a robust
environment in which leaders not only feel
free to explore, but are regularly pushed
to do so.
There is no better example of this than
how Central deploys and challenges its
three resident pastors. Steve Bacon, who
heads the resident pastor program, says
that he aims to deliver more than three
years of hands-on-training in congregational life and ministerial practice. He
wants each to “develop their own sense of
pastoral identity.” And that requires both
hearing the hard criticisms, and developing the nerve to speak truth to power
when necessary.

Welcome to Central . . .
Here’s a Ministry for You
When Sharon Junn, Kate Taber, and Cat
Goodrich joined Central’s staff as resident
pastors they knew they would spend a lot
time in pastoral care. However, they probably didn’t envision the extent to which
Central’s leadership would trust them to
do this work.
Consistent with their belief in empowering staff, Charles and Bacon, and associate pastor Caroline Kelly saw in these
young pastors an opportunity to breathe
life into a key congregational program—
Central Neighbors.
Church members come from across
Atlanta—a city that shares more in common geographically with Los Angeles
than other Southeastern urban hubs such
as Charlotte, Tampa, or Raleigh. The
expansive rings of suburbs and ex-urbs
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Steve Bacon

Molly Kent

David VanderMeer

from which Central’s members are drawn
means it’s difficult, if not impossible, to
expect people to attend the campus on
days other than Sunday. Worried that the
limited time on site, coupled with the
distances people live from one another,
would hamper developing close relationships between members, the church began
playing in the 1990s with a system of “parishes,” geographically defined, that create
opportunities for parishioners to interact
with one another.
For years, the program experienced
uneven success. Bacon, Charles, and
Kelly decided that the parishes were a
great place for the three resident pastors
to spend much of their time. So each
week, they do—coordinating events,
visiting people in the hospital, and being
available to celebrate and mourn with
members in their local communities. And
with the addition of an ordained company
of deacons and the new pastoral support
of parish leaders, Central Neighbors
began to thrive.
“The parish system forces members to
interact with us on a deeper level,” says
Taber, “because we are the frontline.”
They are not left to work alone, of
course. The entire pastoral staff is copied
by email on every issue relating to pastoral
care, and each pastor supports the other
as needed. And there are additional layers of accountability. “They also report
to the parish coordinator and the deacon
assigned to the parish,” adds Charles.
“And, of course, they are accountable to
the people they minister to.”
Bacon, Charles, and Kelly know that
mistakes will be made, that situations will
inevitably be mishandled. But far more
positive interactions occur. When things
do go awry, Bacon, Charles and colleagues
use the time to teach and instruct; to aid
the resident pastors in learning and in
moving on. They then empower them
once again to act with authority when the
situation requires.
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Gary Charles

Bacon argues about the influence of the
resident pastors: “The parish system works
because of [these resident pastors].”

Bring Them In
If the staff is empowered by Charles to
trust one another and value each member’s
opinion, no less is true of how staff relate
to parishioners.
Building this level of interaction
between staff and parishioners is carefully
managed at Central and begins from the
time people express interest in joining the
congregation. Debbie Miller heads new
member ministries, and it is her job to set
the wheels in motion. But she does not
carry this load alone.
Four times each year, Central holds
an Inquiry Class for those interested in
becoming members, and four times a year
those interested in membership and those
who join gather for a dinner celebration
at the home of Gary and Jennell Charles.
These meetings and dinners include all staff
ministers, parish leaders, and select laity.
The Inquiry Class and subsequent
dinner certainly caught the attention of
Matt Baum, who joined Central in early
2011. For the recent graduate of Davidson
College and struggling actor, a free meal
is always appreciated. But more than the
food was the nature of the interactions.
“I was introduced and shared a little bit
about myself,” he begins. “At the dinner,
most folks put out feelers and made it
known what they do.”
On the Sunday Matt was subsequently
introduced to the community as a whole,
the ministry staff talked about his gifts and
interests. “Then,” he said, “people seemed
to come out of the woodwork to ask me
how/if I’d like to be more involved.”
The expression of interest is authentic,
but not coincidental. Between the Inquiry
Class/Evening Dinner and Matt’s introduction to the community, staff had already
connected with existing members—via

email, phone, and face-to-face discussions—who shared Matt’s interests.
Those with an interest in the more
creative aspects of worship, such as Ellen
Phillips, wanted him to work with the
congregation’s arts program. He has less
interest in participating in parish events, as
his schedule doesn’t allow time for intense
involvement. But the parish coordinator
and resident pastor responsible for him
check in regularly.
What stands out when speaking with
Matt is how all this attention comes across
to him. The outreach, he says, has “more
of a witness’ account than a sales pitch. I
get the sense that people have a genuine
appreciation and love of the things they
are involved in, and when they share their
experiences in particular areas it resonates
with life, rather than sounding like a slavish
burden…. [T]hat kind of vibrancy rubs off
on people and helps them get involved.”
Staff efforts to connect and nurture
parishioners’ relationships don’t end
when the honeymoon period is over. This
process of staff empowering parishioners
plays out well beyond the initial welcoming into the congregation.
The innovation spurred by this open
and honest communication leads to a continuous generation of ideas that are creating new opportunities for people to get
involved. Rarely are these projects born
fully-developed. Central is comfortable
with seeding ideas and giving them time
to grow.
Consider the origami cranes.
Each year from September through the
second Sunday of Advent, the sanctuary
is ornamented by sixty strands of origami
cranes suspended from a handcrafted trefoil (see cover). Members volunteer to fold
the birds—but can do no more than ten.
Each participant receives a package that
contains the origami paper and the names
of ten members (including guests of
Central’s Outreach and Advocacy Center
and Night Shelter) which they are to write
on the completed birds and seal with a
promise to pray for them throughout the
year. It’s a huge production and a huge
success. It hardly started that way.
According to VanderMeer, the project
began because the congregation wanted
to do something to recognize the annual
International Day of Peace. “We didn’t
have a clear vision in the beginning,” says
VanderMeer, “beyond our wanting to do
something that involves a lot of people.”
Origami birds were a natural symbol to use,

as white peace birds are the internationally
recognized symbol for the day. How to use
them, however, was the problem.
Things began to come together, he
continues, “when we got the name down—
wing and a prayer.” Today, the origami
birds are a hallmark of worship at Central,
involving up to 150 people. It unites people of all age groups across the community
and is a major factor in building a healthy
sense of members’ respect for one another.
That sense of respect came through
clearly when Matt was asked if he ever felt
out of place because there are relatively
few people in the congregation newly
minted from college. “No. In fact, it’s an
honor to learn from the older members of
our congregation.”
The cranes, and all that they bring to
them, give wings to Matt’s observation.

People to People
At Central, the staff isn’t only patient with
projects, they’re especially patient with
people.
Molly Kent joined the staff several
years ago under stressful circumstances.
The Director of Christian Education had
left suddenly; Kent was asked to step in on
a part-time basis. With no background in
Christian Education, no seminary training,
and limited experience with youth, Kent
was an unlikely candidate.
She had recently left her corporate
position with the Federal Reserve Bank
of Atlanta to find “more fulfilling” work,
however, and was willing to give it a try.
According to Charles, she was a “natural”
with the congregation’s middle and high
school students and their parents.
Not that it was easy. It took “years” to
gain the youth’s trust, she said. “I would
ask ‘what are you doing this week,’ and for
the longest time people wouldn’t answer.”
The key to changing that was proving to
them that she’s interested and isn’t going
to go away or to judge them. “I never give
up on a kid. Even if you choose not to participate in youth programs, I still want to
have lunch with you.”
The same patience is shown with the
younger children, many of whom are
involved with the graded choir program.
Beginning with younger elementary school
children, they are taught the fundamentals
of singing and worship, assuming more
responsibility and larger rolls in worship as
they age.

“We are a teaching and nurturing congregation,” says VanderMeer who oversees
the choir. “We set goals before people so
they have something to reach for.”
Not just the youth have come to love
Kent. Many of Central’s elder members do
to, and are quick to point to the ways that
youth are regularly involved in worship
as liturgists and musicians and the annual
worship service for which they carry the
total responsibility. “This is the highlight of
the year for many of us,” said one member.
“Not because the youth are leading, but
because of the seriousness with which they
take the responsibility, and the creativity they show, moves the community to a
higher place.”
Expressions like this tell Kent if she’s
being successful in her work. “I don’t want
there to be a ‘that’s what the youth do’
feeling about any of our activities,” she
says. “That’s not what we’re about. We are
a part of the body of believers at Central.”

Making Lemonade
The varied—and oftentimes overlapping—
ways staff and members communicate
at Central is what makes the community
vital. But it can also lead to difficulties.
Honest communication always does.
“Life is not Shangri La here,” says Kent.
Parents’ feelings get hurt. Sometimes,
despite everyone’s best efforts, people’s
feelings get hurt. And sometimes people
grow away from Central. But even then, the
honest communication makes it easier.
VanderMeer says that sometimes “difficult conversations” have to occur with
people who feel moved to participate in
music, but don’t have the gifts to do this.
Not that this is ever a quick decision.
“What most people never see about
Dave,” says Charles, “are the hours upon
hours he puts in with individuals who
want to be in choir but don’t have the
natural gifts. And what most people don’t
see about Mike Morgan, are the hours he
spends with children and youth inspiring
them to become the next generation of
church organists. In short, Dave and Mike
will do everything humanly possible to
help them find their place.”
And if all else fails, says Susan Landrum
during lunch with a group of Central
members, “there’s always the usher corps.”
No one laughs. This is a heartfelt gesture
of support to help everyone fit in. No ministry is taken lightly.

Nothing Easy About It
“This place,” opined more than a few staffers and parishioners, “is a pain in the butt
to get to.”
It is, in fact. So much so that during
my visit I opted to walk the mile from the
hotel to the church each day, rather than
wrestle with finding a parking spot where,
for all practical purposes, there are none.
For many, this kind of problem would
serve as the needed out for not creating a
thriving community. But because Central
and its leaders and members share so
honestly and openly, even the most vexing
problems often become opportunities for
growth.
Because the lack of a natural neighborhood means people come from afar,
church at Central is a near-all-day affair.
Consider the schedule the youth and their
families keep each Sunday.
9:45—Youth handbell or youth group
11:00—worship service
12:00—Lunch
4:50—Youth choir
6:00—Youth meeting
“We expect people to be involved,” says
Kent. And because it can’t happen during
the week, it “happens on Sunday.”
Note, too, that there is only one service on Sundays. That, too, is intentional.
Multiple services would simply not be practical. But beyond this, they would fracture
the natural community that one service creates. Even the children are on-board for the
long haul. There’s no children’s church. No
contemporary or praise service.
And for that reason, the staff work hard
to push one another to create a service
that reaches all.
Central doesn’t talk about intergenerational theory and how to apply it. They
live it, each and every day, with the understanding that “every generation has to
make a shift,” says Kent. “There’s no baitand-switch here,” she continues. “When
people come, we tell them, ‘now that
you’re here, here’s what we need.’”
And there to talk it over is a staff and
membership that understands and appreciates the beauty and difficulty of what
they’re pulling off in Atlanta.
One conversation at a time. ◆
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A Place for Everybody: A Church at
the Intersection of Faith and Disability
M AR K

I . P I N S KY

T

he historic First Reformed Church of New Brunswick, New Jersey, organized in 1717,
sits literally at the intersection of faith and disability. Next door is the Elizabeth M.
Boggs Center, a University Center for Excellence in developmental disabilities educa-

tion, research, and service and part of the Robert Wood Johnson Medical School. New Brunswick
is also home to the Douglass Developmental Disabilities Center at Rutgers University. For
Pastor Hartmut Kramer-Mills, a native of Jena, Germany, who began his theological education at
Heidelberg University and is married to the congregation’s American-born copastor, Susan, the
church’s proximity to these institutions is more than symbolic.
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“A church is only on the map of the
community,” he said, “when its ministry is
relevant to that community. In our diverse
society, there’s never one single map. With
resources like these, it was clear that,
among other maps, the ‘map of special
needs’ was important for New Brunswick.”
But it took one family, new to the
church, to transform the congregation,
whose seventy regular members often felt
lost in a sanctuary that seats six hundred.
Shortly after the Kramer-Millses returned
from pastorates in Germany and took the
pulpit in 2000, a wave of new members
joined the church. Among them were
a young mother and her four-year-old
daughter. The woman introduced herself
as Sandy and her daughter as Kathleen.
Hartmut noticed, however, that when
Sandy filled out her membership form, she
also listed her eleven-year-old son, Walter,
whom neither of the two ministers had
ever seen.
Sandy explained that Walter had
autism, a diagnosis of intellectual disabilities, and was nonverbal. His IQ was
reported to be around fifty, which Sandy
thought seemed high. What concerned
her was that Walter might be disruptive to
the church’s worship life, partly because
of his eating habits and personal hygiene.
Sandy worried that bringing Walter along
to church might add another burden to
her life—the possibility of rejection by a
church family.
Coming from Europe, with its heritage
of official state churches, Hartmut was
unfamiliar with the concept of a “church
family” that might exclude newcomers.
He believed the church was a public

In our diverse society, there’s never one
single map. With resources like these, it
was clear that, among other maps, the
“map of special needs” was important
for New Brunswick.
institution in which there should be a
place for everybody. His idealism encouraged Sandy, and soon she brought Walter
to church. He turned out to be a relatively
calm child, although he did have significant support needs, such as help with
standing and sitting, following the service, and calming down when he became
excited. In addition, Walter needed structure. He enjoyed the repetition of the
liturgy and the recognizable distinction
between the worship leaders, who wore
robes, and those in the pews, who did not.
Susan Kramer-Mills baptized Sandy
during worship on May 5, 2002. In the
following weeks, the two pastors prepared
for the baptisms of Walter and his sister,
Kathleen. Because of Walter’s fear of
confined spaces—even the church’s large
sanctuary—the pastors and Sandy decided
to baptize him outdoors. By custom, at
midsummer, First Reformed Church held
a joint open-air service with other area
Reformed churches, marking the conclusion of collegiate Vacation Bible School,

Coming from Europe, with its heritage
of official state churches, Hartmut was
unfamiliar with the concept of a “church
family” that might exclude newcomers.
He believed the church was a public
institution in which there should be a
place for everybody.

and this seemed a good opportunity to
baptize Walter. Still, the boy was anxious
about events that took him outside his
routine, so the pastors met regularly with
the family at the outdoor worship area to
rehearse the baptism. For several weeks,
they all went through the sacrament using
an empty bowl on a camping table on
the front lawn of a nearby farm, the only
witnesses a pair of cows watching over a
fence. Finally, during worship on August 4,
2002, Hartmut baptized both Walter and
Kathleen, surrounded by members of five
other churches, all without incident.
At this point, bringing Sandy and her
family into the church family was guided
by little more than common sense and the
church’s innate sense of inclusion. To go
farther and deeper, Hartmut and Susan
needed to seek help in understanding
Walter and autism and in providing the
support the family required. It seemed
only logical that the pastors visit Walter’s
school at the Eden Family of Services in
Princeton. The school’s director, David
Holmes, gave them an introduction to
autism and insights into the status of
research on its origins, symptoms, and
effects and into several schools of therapy.
He also made suggestions about how
the ministers could help First Reformed
Church become more inclusive. Holmes’s
book, Autism through the Lifespan: The
Eden Model, became the Kramer-Mills’
guide in the months that followed.
The pastors also got help a little closer
to home. They reached next door to Rev.
Bill Gaventa at the Boggs Center and at
his invitation joined the Autism and Faith
Task Force, a group of lay people and
clergy from a variety of faith traditions
that Gaventa had helped organize as part
of the Boggs Center’s work. Through the
task force, the two pastors learned how
other faith communities had integrated
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people with autism and how to apply those
experiences at First Reformed. Ultimately,
the couple also met with faculty members at Rutgers University’s Douglass
Developmental Disability Center and
Rutgers Graduate School of Education.
The next step for the pastors was to
apply what they were learning. Normally,
children in the congregation began
Sunday services with their parents in the
main sanctuary and then, after a junior
sermon, left for Sunday school classes.
“While it seemed impractical to set up a
separate Sunday school class for Walter
alone,” Hartmut wrote in the Journal of
Religion, Disability, and Health, “we did
not know how to integrate him in one of
our classes, as all three of them consisted
of much younger students. Instead, we
decided to provide him with individual
respite care” offered by student volunteers
from Rutgers. “This would also allow his
mother, Sandy, to remain in worship.”
Sandy readily agreed to the plan and
joined a group of church volunteers who
worked to make it happen.
Soon, the congregation’s main committees were drawn into the effort, which
had the collateral benefit of allowing the
majority of the church’s volunteers to
become quickly acquainted with Walter
and his family. The Worship and Music
Committee was asked to consider an
“emotional reversal” of the order of
worship. Until then, worship started in
a reflective and meditative mode that
eventually led to joy and praise. Now the
pastors suggested allowing for worship to
begin a bit more noisily, accommodating
Walter when he needed to disrupt things,
and to provide for reflection and meditation after the children’s sermon.
The change was explained in the
Sunday worship bulletin. Members
accepted it well, perceiving it as giving
everyone an opportunity to participate
in ministry with Walter. In addition, the
discussions that surrounded the change
gave committee members a renewed
sense of their role in determining the
order of worship.
Almost immediately, church members embraced Walter, and four people
appointed themselves his unofficial support team. He accepted this development
readily and quickly grew familiar with the
members of the team. It helped that the
team stayed small, never with more than
four members. The volunteers stayed with
Walter during service and coffee hour and
30
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took him on short walks when he was restless. Other church members confided to
the pastors their admiration for Sandy’s
care of Walter and Kathleen and for the
fact that she made the family’s regular
church attendance an imperative.
At the pastors’ suggestion, the church’s
finance committee agreed to raise funds
to hire a respite worker to do what the
student volunteers had been doing. The
Christian Education Committee held
garage sales and hosted breakfasts and
dinners to solicit donations. The committee also appointed a small autism task
force, with Bill Gaventa serving as informal advisor, to monitor all aspects of support for Walter. The task force received a
small budget, so it became part of normal
church administration. One of its first
accomplishments was to establish a regular
schedule of family events and excursions
that would link Sandy and her family and
a few other families from the Eden School
with church families.
Ultimately, the autism task force was
renamed the Special Needs Accessibility
Project, and its mandate was broadened to
reflect its member’s awareness that other
developmental disabilities existed besides
autism. It also reflected its members’ conviction that their work was really about
providing access to God for people with
special needs.
Still, the changes taking place at the
church to include Walter sometimes met
resistance. As Bill Gaventa has written, the
difference between welcome and rejection
of people with developmental disabilities
in houses of worship can be small.
As the inclusion effort gained momentum, church members occasionally called
the pastors to complain about Walter’s
behavior during worship. One person
voiced concern about whether the ministers were “turning the church autistic.”
The pastors responded by publishing
more of Walter’s story and reports on

the work of the special needs group in
the monthly newsletter. Walter’s family joined the church’s Dutch Dancing
Group, which further brought the boy
into the life of the church. As a congregation, members read books such as That
All May Worship: An Interfaith Welcome
to People with Disabilities and We Don’t
Have Any Here: Planning for Ministries
with People with Disabilities in Our
Communities. Although one member
did leave the church over this and other
issues, what little anxiety and resentment
existed in the church ultimately faded as
Walter and his family became part of the
fabric of the congregation.
In 2005, Walter reached confirmation age, but because of First Reformed’s
small membership, he was alone in his
age group, and there was no confirmation
class in which he could be included. The
larger question for Sandy and the pastors
was, in any case, what could confirmation
mean to Walter? Hartmut believed that
confirmation was foremost a remembrance
of baptism, an invocation of the Holy
Spirit, and admittance into the confessing
membership of the church. He and Sandy
discussed what they wanted for Walter and
“quickly found common ground,” he later
wrote. “We did not want to pursue Walter’s
confirmation only for the sake of the ritual.
It would have to have meaning if we were
to proceed.”
The church’s elders agreed, and they
concurred that Walter’s training should be
flexible, consistent with their understanding of God’s grace. They wanted to focus
on Walter’s potential for learning and
growth in their faith. “At the time, this
sounded well intended,” wrote Hartmut,
“but also very ambitious. How would we
determine Walter’s potential for growth of
faith?” Again the church’s neighbor, Bill
Gaventa, offered some help in the form
of examples of curricula from the Boggs
Center library. Soon the group had a list

We did not want to pursue Walter’s
confirmation only for the sake of the
ritual. It would have to have meaning if
we were to proceed.

Almost immediately, church members
embraced Walter, and four people
appointed themselves his unofficial
support team. He accepted this
development readily and quickly grew
familiar with the members of the team.
of learning goals and objectives and a custom-made curriculum with illustrations,
simple songs, and very simple texts.
When two church members who were
also special education teachers reviewed
the curriculum, they felt the lessons were
in some respects too difficult for Walter,
and in others they were too simple,
underestimating his ability. Drawing on
their expertise, they revised it down to six
lessons. On May 11, 2008, Walter, now
eighteen years old, was presented to the
Board of Elders. Accompanied by his
mother’s voice and Pastor Hartmut on
the piano, Walter sang the Doxology and
the Gloria Patri. The elders continued
with a normal, if modified, confirmation
class setting, asking Walter to distinguish
a Bible from a hymn book and an angel
figure from a cross.
Having satisfied the elders, Walter was
confirmed a week later, on Trinity Sunday,
May 18, 2008. While using the traditional
order of worship, the pastors were determined not to have Walter experience worship as a passive recipient. They included
a Sunday school skit before the sermon,
written by Susan and called “Weedy
Creation.” The plot followed the creation
story of Genesis 1 and required Walter to
hold up a sign for the congregation after
each completed part of a very diverse
creation. Seven times he performed this,
exclaiming each time, “It is good!”
The confirmation ceremony also was
tailored toward Walter’s strengths. Instead
of the usually required verbal vows, team
members prompted Walter to act out his
vows. A member read the four professional questions, but instead of answering
“I do,” Walter handed her, after each question, one of the objects he had used during

his confirmation class sessions: a wooden
cross, a Bible, a figurine of an angel, and
a figurine of Jesus. In the end he received
the blessing while kneeling in front of the
holy table, something that had also been
rehearsed. It was a joyous day, and representatives of many agencies and nonprofit
groups joined the worshipping community
for the event. The service was followed by
a party in the church’s fellowship hall.
“Today, Walter is an integral part of the
congregation at First Reformed Church,”
Hartmut said, and working with him has
connected many groups and individuals within the congregation. “It has also
opened our eyes to people with other
needs,” the pastor said. These include
Latino schoolchildren in New Brunswick,
some of whom First Reformed has integrated into its congregation, and homeless
men, for whom it provides shelter in rotation with other area congregations. For
many years now, as many as fifteen homeless men have slept in the church’s fellowship hall for two weeks each winter.
“Anybody working toward including
a particular group,” said Hartmut, “soon
discovers that inclusive ministry does not
stop there. It leads to many other groups,
whose access to the holy table deserves
equal attention.” ◆

Questions for Reflection:
1. Are there members of your congregation that have special needs? In
what ways could you reach out to
them in order to serve them better?
2. What kind of research could you
do outside of the church in order to
understand your congregants better,
both those with special needs and
those without?
3. How could you utilize other
members of your congregation to
minister to those in your congregation with special needs? Are there
groups or ministries that you could
start in order to specifically minister
to those in your congregation with
special needs?
4. What needs to these congregants
have? How could you improve your
building, sanctuary, worship service,
or fellowship time to be more inclusive of those with special needs?
5. In what ways could reaching out
to those with special needs in your
congregation open your eyes to
those in your community who also
have special needs, whether due to
disabilities or other reasons?

Note
This story is one of sixtyfive in the forthcoming
book Amazing Gifts:
Faith, Disability, and
Inclusion, by Mark I.
Pinsky, with a foreword by
Ginny Thornburgh, to be
published soon by the
Alban Institute. The book tells stories of
people with disabilities, their family
members, and their congregations who
have taken actions to make their parish,
church, synagogue, temple, or mosque
more inclusive of children and adults with
all types of disabilities.
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Closing Time: A Congregation’s
Witness to Ending Well
J. AN D R EW

DAUG H ERTY

I

f your congregation had only three months to live, how would you spend your last days
together?
It is common to pose such a question about a human life. If you had only one year to live,

what would you do? We ask the same about a congregation’s life far less often. Biological science
instructs us that no organism lives forever. To many, a local church is a living, breathing organism,
too. While we never expect an individual human being to live forever, a heady mix of hope and
denial shape different expectations about congregations.
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Four years had gone by before this
hypothetical question became a pragmatic
one. Hyped up on hope, the congregation
that formed in our family’s living room in
a suburb just east of Dallas, Texas began
with only a handful of people and me as
the founding pastor. A dream was born
to create a more progressive, liturgical
church presence in a community shadowed by a megachurch and a cluster of
more theologically conservative churches.
It was admittedly an audacious undertaking. Still, we believed ours was a holy calling to be a spiritual community committed
to Christ through historic worship, holistic
discipleship, and missional service.
In more ways than one, it worked. Our
Sunday living room gatherings that we
referred to lovingly as “Baptist brunch”
were filled with new friends, fervent
prayers, reflective Bible studies, Holy
Communion, good food, and lively conversations. Soon we outgrew our modest
rehabilitated historic house and relocated
to a local elementary school cafeteria.
Our progress was steady and slow.
More of us were okay with that than not.
While we always wanted to connect with
more people in our community, we also
wanted to maintain theological integrity to
do it. Though often tempted by popular
church growth methods, we resisted market-based strategies that liken starting new
churches to a NASA space shuttle launch.
And though we had a supportive parent
congregation, neither did we intend to be
a satellite campus or become a franchise
of another church. We decided on a more
organic approach—one that helped us see
our infant congregation in terms of human
development. As we learned to crawl and
walk and talk, we relied on personal relationships to help spread the word about
the church. As we grew and developed, we
sought to be true to the spirit of who we
were and to the spirit of who we believed
Jesus to be—a radical rabbi who openly
welcomed people to join the alternative
culture of the kin-dom of God.
Unlike entertainment-based evangelism
that often seeks to grow churches as fast
as possible, we knew that we would not be
the spiritual “golden arches” of our town.
Instead we chose as our public symbol
a Celtic cross—a rich spiritual symbol
that connected us with a faith deeper
than what we believed to be trendy and
popular. Splashy direct mail campaigns
and flashy online technology were not
our main means of outreach—although

we did once create an invitation postcard
with three words printed over the images
of a Celtic cross and a Communion Table:
“Sacred, Soulful, Simple.” These three
words described well our church.
Sacred, soulful, and simple described
well our worship, too. Rather than have a
rock band, we sang hymns. Sermons were
narrative-based and began with Scripture
rather than a contemporary topic. We
celebrated Holy Communion weekly. We
observed the liturgical calendar. Silence
and meditations on sacred art were routinely part of our worship experience.
These practices were rarely motivated by
a desire to be fashionable to our local culture. Our primary aim was to be faithful to
Christ in our worship and beyond whether
or not our church grew by the numbers.
Of course all ministries are contextual.
Being in Texas, more than one friend of
our church suggested we serve beer and
barbeque after Sunday worship: “You
know how to attract a big crowd,” he said
knowingly. “Serve up some Sunday brisket
and Shiner Bock. You will be the biggest
church in town!”
Well, we would have at least been the
biggest party in town.
These friends did have a point. To get
results you have never had before, you
have to try things you have never tried
before. I had witnessed other innovative churches in our area practice similar
Texas-sized church growth strategies. One
church raffled off Dallas Cowboys tickets.
Another held drawings for Caribbean
cruises. Easter in Texas often has been an
occasion to lure more people to the Wheel
of Fortune church by giving away fabulous
cash and prizes.
These methodologies just never
seemed to fit who we felt called to be.
Instead, we tried to use the good old fashioned people attract people philosophy.
It was effective, too. Well, sort of. From
the onset, I was driven to succeed as long
as I could maintain a hefty measure of
theological integrity. I did my best to marshal my inner entrepreneur. I was passionate about making new relationships and
serving our community through our new
church. Perhaps it is hard to fathom that
a church that grew in attendance by 25003000% over four years decided to end its
ministry. Start with two people like we did,
however, and these are humble gains.
Entering our fourth year, our congregation was avidly aware that increases in
financial giving would be critical in order

to reach long-term organizational sustainability. We knew what it would take to help
make ministry happen as we had done
from the start. As with most churches,
personnel and facilities expenses eventually demanded the majority of our annual
budget. This combined with the forces of
the Great Recession, it soon became clear
that we would not reach financial viability
in order to sustain our church’s operating
budget. Rather than underplay the bad
news or hold out hope that things would
change, the leadership of our congregation
felt compelled to submit a recommendation to effectively end our formal ministry
together.
With a three-month grace period,
our congregation reached a consensus to
devote ourselves to ending well. Practical
matters like a lease renewal for our worship space and being able to support our
ministry partners and personnel made our
decision obvious financially. But our thriving spiritual life together also made this
decision difficult and especially painful.
This same spiritual point of view, however,
enabled us to end with dignity, class, and
grace. It gave us the freedom to acknowledge that we had finished the work God
had given us to do. Had we tried to keep
our church going for any other reason than
to fulfill our mission of loving God, growing faith, and serving others, we would
have been unfaithful to God and to each
other. We determined to best honor our
commitments to God and to each other by
ending well.
As painful as it was to face this challenge, it would have been even more
painful to avoid it. We did not want to
become a church that existed for the sake
of its own survival. Too many churches
waste valuable spiritual resources when
they define success by their organizational
security rather than the risks they take for
God’s kin-dom. Once we decided to close
our church, we were able to celebrate the
latter rather than lament the former.
When pastors and congregations measure their ministries by risks rather than
securities, they learn to count (and count
the cost) differently. When this happens,
no longer do statistics function as the primary way to interpret a ministry’s success.
Instead, stories of transformation serve
that purpose. My friend and the pastor of
our parent church, George Mason, puts it
well about spiritual success:
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Every venture does not have to
succeed in order to be successful.
Because the church is not a business
per se, it doesn’t have to show a financial return on investment in order to
justify a new ministry. Because the
church is the body of Christ that is
ever dying and rising again, it can risk
itself for the sake of the gospel and
find that the very venture undertaken
that looks to some like failure may
in fact have transformed the lives of
those involved, making it successful in
spiritual ways.
If we want to know how to measure
spiritual success, it seems it is about as
mysterious as figuring out how to measure
God’s goodness.
Jesus did this all the time. He measured
spiritual goodness by telling stories about
what the kin-dom of God was like. If we
listen closely enough, we learn that Jesus
indeed counts differently than we do. He
speaks of being present where just two
or three are gathered. He describes the
Good Shepherd as the One who would
leave 99 sheep to go find the one who was
lost. He compares the kin-dom of God to
tiny mustard seeds and sings the praises of
a woman who uses only a small measure
of yeast that permeates the whole dough.
And he measures greatness differently
than we do, too.
Ambitious disciples James and John
once went to Jesus and said, “Teacher, we
want you to do for us whatever we ask of
you.” And he said to them, “What is it you
want me to do for you?” And they said
to him, “Grant us to sit, one at your right
hand and one at your left, in your glory.”1
In other words, make us powerful. Give us
influence. Bless us with prestige.
These two disciples’ ideas about power
were really different than Jesus’ ideas
about power. James and John wanted
Jesus to appoint them vice-presidents in
his company but Jesus was not impressed
by their ambition. Do you want to be the
greatest in the kin-dom of God? Well, first
realize that Jesus doesn’t define “the greatest” the same way we do.
If any of us, clergy and laity alike, insists
on being ambitious, Jesus is okay with that.
But he wants to radically redefine what
that means. Be ambitious for the kin-dom
of God instead. If any of us insist on being
power hungry, Jesus is okay with that. But
he wants to radically redefine what that
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Rather than underplay the bad news or
hold out hope that things would change,
the leadership of our congregation felt
compelled to submit a recommendation
to effectively end our formal ministry
together.
means. Be hungry for God’s power to rule
and reign in the world instead.
Jesus himself was ambitious. He was
ambitious about feeding hungry people.
Jesus used his power to provide clothes
to people who had no coats and no shirts
and no shoes and no underwear. Jesus’s
vision of what Martin Luther King, Jr.
called the beloved community is a vision
that grounds us in hope for a day when
all of God’s children are fed; when all of
God’s children are included; when all of
God’s children are loved. This is success
on Jesus’ terms. What would it be like if
more of our congregations defined success
on his terms, too?
By Jesus’ standards, our church plant
failure was a glorious defeat. People committed their lives to the way of Christ and
were baptized. With God’s help, we connected with church alumni and re-engaged
church dropouts. We fed the hungry in
our community. We served among the
mentally ill. We partnered with Habitat
for Humanity to build a house. We funded
three water wells in India and provided
school supplies to low income neighborhoods. We lobbied our Congressional
representatives about committing more
of our national budget to helping provide
medicines and food and clean water to
underserved people around the world.
These were the stories we told and the
ministries we celebrated as our congregation ended well. We spoke good words
to each other and over each other in
our remaining weeks together. We even
experienced a kind of mini-revival as we
completed our four-year spiritual journey.
We talked about money and the distribution of our church’s equipment all the
while remaining friends. Truly we took our

commitment seriously to loving each other
to the very end. We learned this by watching the way Jesus loved his disciples to the
very end.
Rarely does a congregation live like
its days are numbered. Especially when
attendance is high and budgets are strong
and ministry is thriving, a congregation
can often live like it is an eternal teenager.
Our church did not have such a luxury.
And yet as we learned to number our
days we learned that numbers don’t tell
a congregation’s entire story. By committing ourselves to ending well together, we
discovered better ways to measure God’s
goodness in the life of our church.
Our spiritual community was not great
according to worldly standards. We were
not great because we had a million dollar budget or the fastest growing church
in town. Our greatness was not measured
by these metrics. Instead, we sought to
measure the spiritual goodness of our mission and ministries. Rather than ask, “How
many people do we average in worship on
Sundays? How big do we want our budget
to be?” we asked other questions like: Are
we more loving today than when we began
this journey? Are we less judgmental? Are
we more generous? Are we more peaceful
people? Do we serve others with more joy
today than we did when we started? By
these measures, our congregation was spiritually alive! This spiritual aliveness accentuated the irony that our ministry was
coming to an end. Questions emerged: are
we calling it quits too soon? Are we being
unfaithful? Should we trust more that God
will take care of our needs? Certainly we
did not want to worry that our congregation was being buried alive.

Many people are intrigued with neardeath experiences. They want to know
what the afterlife is like from people who
have been to the existential brink. I wonder if the same is true for leaders who
fear the future of denominations or the
numerical decline of congregations. Might
they want to hear from people who have
crossed over to the other side as long as
they do not have to make the journeys
themselves?
Truth be told, there are countless congregations across the United States that
need to find ways to celebrate all that God
has done in their congregations over time
but that need to make difficult decisions
to end well. These congregations, old and
new, need to find healthy ways to formally
close their ministries. This is hard for me
to say and even harder for congregations
to admit. There is no shame in saying it,
however. Rather than lament statistical
declines, why not begin to tell the stories
of transformation and share the spiritual
successes as Jesus defines them? Make
the courageous decision to die so that
something new might be born. There is no
glory in keeping alive the organism of the
church for any other reason than to fulfill
a spiritual mission. While there will always
be more ministry a congregation wants to
do, what if a congregation is not destined
to live forever? Could it be that God’s spiritual mission can be accomplished without
the congregation needing to live forever?
To think of it one way, I have been to
and through the death of a congregation,
and, lo and behold, I am still alive! Is my
ego a bit battered and bruised? No, it is

worse than that and yet better than that.
The good news is that much of my ego
has undergone a death, too. Where once
my ambition to help create the next bigsteeple church in town reigned supreme, I
can now more clearly see that the reign of
God is what is supremely important. The
reign of God goes beyond the lifespan of
any one congregation.
I led a congregation from creation to
consummation in just under four years.
It is not exactly the kind of Texas-sized
church success story I had hoped it would
be, but it prompts kin-dom-of-God-sized
questions: Do I love God more or my
own accomplishments? Am I driven more
by the upward mobility of the American
Dream or the downward mobility of
Jesus’s dream of the kin-dom of God? Do
I measure success by my own standards or
do I define success on Jesus’s terms?
Our congregation is one witness
among many that whether we live or die,
our response to these questions affects
everything. To quote American poet
Mary Gardiner Brainard, “I would rather
walk with God in the dark than go alone
in the light.”
The disciples knew deeply and profoundly what it meant to walk with God
in the dark. They risked the adventure of
following after Jesus with no prior planning as the Gospels tell it. They joined in
a movement that had come to nothing.
Their leader had been executed as a criminal, not a Christ.
The gospel of John describes a sad
scene of scared, grief-stricken, and disappointed disciples. A few days after the

Where once my ambition to help create
the next big-steeple church in town
reigned supreme, I can now more
clearly see that the reign of God is what
is supremely important. The reign of
God goes beyond the lifespan of any
one congregation.

Questions for Reflection:
1. Reflect on the question posed by
the author at the beginning of the
article.
2. Where does your congregation
stand in its timeline? Is it a thriving
teenager or is it much older?
3. If you feel your congregation is
nearing the end of its life, is God
asking you to end well or to bring
about a revival? If the latter, what
are some ways you could revive
your congregation? If the former, in
what ways can you come together
as congregation to be sure you end
well?

resurrection, these disciples are hiding
out in a house behind locked doors. Jesus
appears among them anyway on that first
Easter evening, and his first words to them
are, “Peace. At ease. Just breathe. Receive
the Holy Spirit.”
When it is closing time in any congregation, inevitably there is grief about what
comes to an end—with disappointments
that things did not work out exactly the
way the people hoped and with uncertainties about what will happen next. And yet
these are precisely the conditions that
Jesus entered into on that first Easter
evening.
If what happened then still happens
now, a congregation’s closing strains our
Easter credulity that it is actually an ending at all. Disciples that linger long enough
in the dark with God eventually come to
find the end to be but a beginning. And
that being in the darkness with God sheds
a whole new light on things. The body of
Christ is truly ever dying and rising again. ◆

Note
1.

Mark 10: 35-37, NRSV
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Cabbages, Theology, and Me:

A Pastor Ventures through the Looking Glass of Social Networking
DE B R A

AVE RY

“T

he time has come,” the Walrus said,
“To talk of many things:
Of shoes—and ships—and sealing-wax—

Of cabbages—and kings—
And why the sea is boiling hot—
And whether pigs have wings.”1
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While social media has become de riguer for most GenY
and millennials, for many mainline congregations and their
pastors, the variety and depth of connectional possibilities are
as mysterious as the world behind the Alice’s looking glass.
While social media (SM) has become
de riguer for most GenY and millennials,
for many mainline congregations and their
pastors, the variety and depth of connectional possibilities are as mysterious as the
world behind the Alice’s looking glass. For
this soon to be 50 year old pastor, the connections and conversations taking place on
social networking sites, this odd amalgam
of kitchen table, boardroom, classroom,
sanctuary, sports bar and coffee shop have
been essential to my ministry, providing
both comfort, challenge in the best and
the worst of times.

The Preliminaries: In Which We
Meet the Walrus
For some, the rise of the internet with its
sometimes overwhelming and encyclopedic content has created a world in which
confusion, lack of focus, and no small
amount of seemingly disordered distraction appear to be the order of the day. Not
so for me. “Google it” is synonymous with
what my ultra patient mom used to say
when I pestered her for answers: “Look it
up.” The ready availability of open source
wikis (aka encyclopedias), databases and
virtual libraries makes it possible for me
to find out just about anything, anytime,
and, with the right equipment and public
wifi, anywhere. God is in heaven and all is
right with my wired (ahem, mostly wireless) world.
My lifelong quest for knowledge began
at our farmhouse kitchen table, where my
four sisters and I had access to Webster’s
New Collegiate Dictionary, Compton’s
Encyclopedia, and the brains of our parents. If one of those fine resources didn’t
provide an adequate response, we had
to wait until we went into town. Then I
could happily go bug Esther Primus, the
town librarian. To this day, I give thanks
for people like my parents and for Esther.
They fed my curiosity but also made me

work to discover the untold riches found
in reference books, non-fiction, and my
beloved “bound periodicals.” That’s why,
for the curious knowledge-drinkers like
me, having a personal library that never
closes would be like a miracle. Honestly,
it’s one of the reasons I became a pastor.
I mean, who wouldn’t want a job where
you could have a houseful of rooms lined
with bookshelves AND an office where
they wanted you to read even more books.
I know, I know. I sound like some kind of
nerd. I can’t help it.
I could not be more grateful for the
resources I’ve found to support the
complex work of church transformation. Neither would I trade my insatiable
curiosity about possibilities, though it has
often outstripped both personal budget
and continuing education allowances.
However, as I celebrate the tenth anniversary of my ordination as Minister of
Word and Sacrament in the PC(USA),
and my particular call to work with congregations looking for new ways of being
and doing church, I am acutely aware of
my own needs which haven’t been fully
met by my serving as an aggregator and
distributor of information. I find that as a
leader in a complex setting, guiding people
through confounding and often terrifying
paradigm shifts that rock today’s church,
simply gathering more knowledge hasn’t
been enough for my congregation and it’s
not enough to sustain me as we journey
together through these changes.
It turns out that for me, like so many
congregational leaders, engagement/
interaction through various forms of SM
provides not only a broad base of support,
but also a necessary release. These new
forms of communication have not only
brought balance, but also offered a much
needed environment for sharing hopes,
grief, or anger; for engaging in critical
analysis and hermeneutical parsing; and/
or making an offering of crabbiness,
humor, snark, or prayers.

The Opportunities: In Which
We Take a Stroll on the Beach
By now, you must be wondering, how is it
that a knowledge nerd like me would be
called on as an expert witness to give testimony to the importance of social media
in the lives of church leaders? I wish I had
an “aha” moment that I could point to and
say: “See, friends, this is when I knew that
all this communicating and connecting
was essential.” Perhaps some small part of
the credit should be given to my lifelong
Presbyterian proclivities. Connectional
church is important to us and, somehow,
that invades everything I do. However,
like most things in my life, the awareness
of the importance of electronic connecting emerged from a variety of events; and
because my story is not yet finished, this
awareness continues to evolve.
My husband and I purchased our
first Apple in 1994 just before moving to
Mexico City. I joined Earthlink at that
time and subscribed to AOL too as these
were the only two with reliable dialup
service available in the Distrito Federal.
We had a vague notion that having this
connectionality would be important. AIM
was included in the monthly access fees,
so it turned out that I was an accidental
early adopter of the only non-email SM of
the day: instant messaging. With a traveling husband and family members back
in Iowa, this was the kind of lifeline that
kept me connected to those I loved without exorbitant international long distance
charges. The rest, as they say, is history,
the history of adoption of and engagement
with the many and various SM forms.
• Mid 2007: I opened a Facebook
account because I was curious and
because I was hopeful that I would be
able to monitor my daughters “extracurricular” life.
• Late 2008: Joined MySpace. I thought
it would be good for me to connect
with my kids, a way to be part of their
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teenage world. Silly me. I abandoned
my “space” almost immediately. It
wasn’t for me.
November 2008: Signed on with Skype
for the first time so that I could celebrate Christmas with my Iowa family.
April 2009: Inspired by Twestival
Local, part of a global, SM-based not
for profit, I joined Twitter and let fly
with my first tweet.
October 2009: Attended my first fundraising event (Twestival) which used
only SM to promote, gather support,
solicit donors, and sell tickets.
November 2009: Cancelled land line
service. Fully embraced mobile services as complementary to high speed
wifi at home.
Spring 2010: Conducted long distance
premarital counseling via Skype
Early 2011: Participated in a weekly
Twitter worship experience called
Tworship
February 2011: Live tweeted an event
for the first time
Spring 2011: Published first blog
newsletter for the congregation
May 2011: Attended my first theological tweet-up—UNCO11
Summer 2011: Began exploring
Google + and joined Second Life
September 2011: Crossed the 10,000
tweet threshold

Working out my online history has surprised me. It’s not so much that my adoption timeline is special. It isn’t. There are
so many people who are far more widely
connected and who got connected faster
and with more intentionality. It’s not that
I’m connecting to super creative, cutting
edge, or fringe online venues. I’m not. By
and large, as the social media waterfront
goes, I really only dipped my toes in a few
of the relatively ordinary, the most visible,
and arguably the most popular social networking environments. What has surprised
me is the realization that as I have moved
through the past fifteen years, I have come
to rely more and more on electronic communication and social networks not only to
maintain relationships which began in real
life (IRL) but to initiate and cultivate new
relationships as well.
In the often lonely and isolating work
of transformational leadership, SM has
provided, at a minimum, a kind of neutral
zone where I can have conversations with
people who know me best as someone
other than “that troublemaking pastor.”
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But perhaps just as important to the fostering of healthy leadership has been the
opportunity for “crowd-sourcing” (seeking
the wisdom of the group). Social networking provides access to a vast diversity of
experience, world view, practice, and even
vision for the future. The connections I
have made have given me opportunities
to gather with people on the other side of
the globe as well as those just down the
street to brainstorm, to “test the spirits,”
and to clarify my own vision of how things
“should” be.

The Colloquies: In Which We
Consider Why the Sea is Boiling
Hot and Whether Pigs Have Wings
I began using social media out of a desire
to stay connected to friends and family who
lived far away from us. I used my internet
connections to share newsy bits about
kids and spouse, to send photos to grandparents, and to have conversations when
telephone service was not possible. Today,
while that kind of familiar communication
is still important, I find that as I connect
with leaders across the country and even
around the world, there are more and more
opportunities to reflect theologically, to
collaborate liturgically, and to dream ecclesiologically. For a small church pastor, given
rising travel costs and conference fees, the
exigencies of the family budget, and the
limitations of congregational finances, this
is something like heaven!
Critics of SM are often quick to dismiss
the interaction as shallow, trite, or without
much substance. To be sure, some of what
I post may be just that. But, just as often,
more profound moments come along and
spur a deeper conversation or more lengthy
blogpost. Here’s just a sampling of the kinds
of conversations I’ve been involved in since
the beginning of this year:
• The future of professional clergy and
the future of the church: What should
the church be doing? How can we be
prophetic and pastoral? What does
bivocational ministry look like?
• Seeking and providing compassionate
care: prayer requests, grief support,
professional discernment and call, job
transition support, ordination exam
study help, and moral support
• Theology and diversity: Have women
attained true equality in church
leadership? What effect do inclusive
ordination standards have on the local

congregation? How does the church
sustain itself as theological struggles
are played out in our judicatories?
• Theological/Doctrinal concerns: What
is the importance of new confessional
statements? How should we work in
the direction of God’s righteousness?
What is Shalom? Is God a violent
God? What do the gospels say about
being prophetic?
Though in these heady conversations,
patience and trust are sometimes tested,
we also manage to find time to strengthen
our relationships while we trash talk the
NFL; post videos of stand up comics;
keep a running commentary on films or
TV shows we’re watching at home; and
share links to favorite music, websites, and
photos.

The Corpo-Realities: In Which
Cabbages, Kings and Oysters
Hang Out
In a New York Times “Room for Debate”
discussion, Colleen Carroll Campbell
offered her thoughts in a piece entitled
“Beware of Convenient Fellowship.” She
writes in response to colleagues as they
discuss whether online communities can/
should take the place of offline religious
life taking place in and around religious
institutions. She concludes with this
statement:
The virtual faith experience is
smoother and more painless than
the real-world one. But it is also
less likely to foster the kind of deep
spiritual growth that comes only from
authentic, face-to-face community—
from grappling with religious teachings and disciplines that challenge
our natural inclinations and religious
believers whose rough edges help us
recognize and soften our own.2
Ms. Campbell’s observation is not unfamiliar to me. In one form or another, I have
heard this from friends, family, congregation members and acquaintances: “I prefer
face to face conversation. Then I really
know what’s going on.” “How much can
you actually say in 140 characters?” “You
can’t really track the logic when everyone’s
comments hit you all at once.”
Like any form of communication, SM
comes with its own set of risks. Face-toface relationships require the right mixture
of trust, challenge, and love. Taking those

relationships online requires no less. In
fact, in my limited experience, I believe
that when I engage with friends and family online, I tend to be more careful, more
clear. If I’m going to be controversial, I
try to indicate that as I post. If I’m going
to use snark, sarcasm, or any other form
of language typically enhanced by raised
eyebrows or eye-rolls, I make an effort to
communicate that somehow. We all know
that it takes a lot of work to keep relationships from going sour IRL and it’s no different online.
For me, social networking is very much
like Paul’s vision of the koinonia. Paul
called it the body of Christ, the proof of
which comes in the recognition and honoring of the many and various gifts shared
and received with grace within the body.
In fact, SM may provide a perfect venue
for living out that kind of body theology.
Crowd-sourcing is a fantastic way to
acknowledge that there are people “out
there” who have gifts, experience, and
energy that can be brought to the conversation. For me, this takes place primarily
in two venues: Facebook, where I can
access over 700 friends, family, and colleagues, and Twitter, where I hang out
with nearly 400 mostly clergy and church
leader types. I can post prayer concerns
for my family and within minutes, I know
that there have been scores of prayers.
When I’m looking for a resource, a “howto,” or a recommendation, one question
can yield a dozen or more helpful offerings. And when I just feel like being goofy,
or sharing a little bit of what makes me
tick (or ticks me off), I can be sure that I
have a conversation partner, a buddy to
goof off with, or a loving friend who will
weep virtual (and real) tears with me.
TweetUps are gatherings which are
initiated by the online community and
provide great opportunities to take online
conversations into the real world as friends
agree to gather and discuss, celebrate,
raise funds for a cause, pray, or whatever.
To date, I’ve been involved in two types
of TweetUps. The first involves doing
some great fundraising in our local community through an organization called
Twestival.3 With the simply stated vision
and mission—Tweet, Meet, Give—we
are encouraged to organize, promote,
and gather twice a year around particular
causes chosen by the participants. With a
networked structure, each participant has
the opportunity to take the lead as time
and gifts allowed. Working in this way not

only serves the needs of an important local
cause, but it also helps strengthen and
deepen the relationships of those involved.
In May 2011, I attended what I thought
was going to be a somewhat hipper version
of the usual continuing education events
I’d attended in the past. Initiated and
developed by a small community of friends
who went to seminary together, this theological TweetUp, called the UnConference
(aka UNCO11), brought together about 70
Tweeple for conversation and shared leadership.4 Together, we considered the possibilities and challenges in the 21st century
church. Participants were encouraged to
use their gifts to take the lead in worship,
as conversation guides, as mentors. In ten
years of ministry, I have never experienced
anything like this. The SM orientation
helped us connect and remain in relationship with each other even now, several
months after the fact. This is the Body of
Christ at its finest.

The Cautionaries: In Which We
Consider Mad Hatters, Cheshire
Cats, and Other Rabbit Holes
As an early adopter and a BIG FAN of
social networking, it is easy for me to
become something of a cheerleader, shaking my pom pons and exhorting all to join
me in my optimistic views. However, it is
important to take a moment to recognize
that like any method of communication,
like any tool used to engage other people,
there are pitfalls which can be avoided
with a little bit of care.
1. Remember that social networking is
neither horizontal nor vertical, but
multidimensional. It is possible for
news to travel from point A to point
H to point C. Points B, D, E, F and G
may not be involved at all.
2. Something known as “time suck” is a
common criticism of both frequent
and infrequent users. Budgeting
time with clear boundaries may be
necessary.
3. There is wisdom in considering
account accessibility limits. Pastors
may want to consider private accounts
where they can be free from worry that
a congregant might misunderstand
what is being posted. At the present,
my accounts are open, which means I
have to pay very close attention to how
what I post may be interpreted.

4. Common sense rules apply. If I think
I’m oversharing or that what I’m about
to post seems to fall under the TMI
(too much imformation) category, I
tend to rethink the post.
5. Don’t underestimate the importance of
clarity and follow-up. Online disagreements are no less painful than they are
IRL. Check in privately to see if the
relationship needs extra attention.

The Finalities: In Which We
Consider Exploring the Other
Side of the Looking Glass and In
Which We say “See You Online!”
When Alice ventured through the looking glass, what she encountered there was
a beautifully complex world that was at
first overwhelming to her. Yet on some
level, she recognized that her intentionality about moving into and through that
dreamworld would, in the end, bring some
benefit, though she could not yet identify
it. So it is with SM. Relationships in any
venue are complicated. SM is not a panacea for the struggle to connect and commit. Neither is SM a place to hide. While
at times confusing and perhaps even overwhelming, social networks have much to
offer as we live and move through the 21st
century. If you’re looking for a partner in
this journey, you’ll find me online! ◆
Twitter: jazzpastord
Facebook: Deb Avery
Blog: www.improvisewip.wordpress.com
notes
1.

2.

3.
4.

Lewis Carroll, “The Walrus and the
Carpenter” in Through the Looking
Glass and What Alice Found There,
(New York: HarperCollins, 1993).
Colleen Carroll Campbell, “Beware of
Convenient Fellowship,” The New York
Times, September 8, 2011, http://www.
nytimes.com/roomfordebate/2011/09/08/
will-online-faith-communities-replacechurches/beware-of-convenient-fellowship
http://www.twestival.com
http://unco.us
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Let’s Survey the Congregation!

I

still remember how excited and
hopeful I felt when my congregation embarked on the assessment
process that was going to transform our
ministry and lead us into a bright future.
And I still remember the disappointment and let-down I felt when I had to
admit that the pastor (yours truly) had
recommended an assessment process
that hadn’t transformed us at all and had
actually offended some people. If I knew
then what I know now, I would know that
we weren’t alone in that experience!
Many pastors and other congregational leaders make the mistake I did of
thinking that a well-regarded assessment
tool, on its own, can make all the difference. We jumped on the band wagon
of using a tool that had worked well for
other congregations in our judicatory.
It was a well-respected, research-based
tool that had helped congregations of
other denominations and regions as
well. What I learned from that experience and from working with the Center
for Congregations is that even the finest
assessment tool doesn’t stand alone.
Making use of a survey or assessment
tool needs to be part of a well-thoughtout process that matches the particular
congregation and its needs and culture.
The process may be one of planning,
visioning or evaluation. It can be a
process focused on developing new
ministries, finding a new clergy leader,
or wondering “What is God calling us to
be and do next?”
Experience shows that congregations that have had good results from
an assessment or survey process didn’t
start out with the perfect assessment
tool or survey instrument. Instead,
they started out talking with one other
about the purpose of their inquiry. They
began with an overarching question of
calling, identity, or purpose, a question
specific and unique to their congregation. The discussion around that ques-
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tion then led the congregation to go
looking for some data, and not the other
way around. Congregations that have
had good results from an assessment or
survey process considered, first, what
they wanted to learn or find out, and,
second, what the best way was to learn
it. Congregations with good results also
asked on the front end what they were
going to do with the data once they
gathered it.
After doing that preparatory work
comes the time to select from among
the excellent research-based assessment
tools that are available to congregations or to consider designing your own
survey or questionnaire. And remember
that surveys and assessments are not
the only way to gather data. Depending
on what you want to learn, you may
make use of demographic studies,
focus groups, personal interviews, and
community needs information available
from your local United Way or other
community group.
In the case of my congregation, the right
fit in an assessment tool selection would
have reflected not only the recommendation of other congregations in my denomination but also a clear picture of what our
congregation was trying to learn and what
we expected to do with the findings. In
making the right choice, we should have
test-driven the assessment and discovered
that some of its language rubbed some of
our people the wrong way.
Veteran consultant Alice Mann warns
that if the congregation is “allergic” to
some language or terminology in the
assessment, it can hurt the process.
Those “allergies,” she says, can be theological or simply different connotations
of particular words. The “allergy” issues
can be avoided by selecting a different
instrument, by rewording, or by eliminating a particular question.
Perhaps the greatest challenge in the
assessment process is the same in any

significant congregational initiative:
communication.
A friend who is a lay leader in her
congregation told me she was left feeling
hurt by her congregation’s assessment
process. “There was a big push for
everyone to do the survey,” she recalled.
“And I put a lot of time and care into
my response. But then we never heard
anything more about it. Nobody knew
what happened to the results.” When
she asked, she was told that the results
weren’t for general consumption but were
instead being used as background information by a study team. Another congregation, in the interest of full disclosure,
published the raw data of their survey.
This sharing actually led to unnecessary
confusion and even controversy, since
the instrument they had chosen required
professional interpretation of that raw
data. That’s another reason it’s important
to answer two key questions at the beginning of the process: What are we going to
do with the information we gather? And
what is the best way to communicate our
findings to the congregation?
Congregations that look back on good
results have communicated really clearly
with their members before, during,
and after the assessment process. They
have taken charge of a process in which
the assessment or survey tool serves
the congregation’s inquiry, and not the
other way around. If I knew then what I
know now, I’d know that an assessment
process can be a great experience with
useful results, if you do your homework
first, choose carefully, and then communicate very well.
Wendy McCormick is the
director of the Center for
Congregations’ office located
in Evansville, Indiana. For ten
years prior to joining the
center’s staff, she was co-pastor
of First Presbyterian Church in Evansville.
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Onward: How Starbucks
Fought for Its Life
without Losing Its Soul
HOWARD SCHULTZ WITH JOANNE GORDON
Emmaus, PA:

Rodale Books, 2011

book
review

During our stewardship campaigns at
Western Church, one of our thirty-something elders always brings up Starbucks as
she speaks to the congregation in worship.
“Many of us think nothing of spending $5
at Starbucks every work day. Why then do
we hesitate at giving the same $25 weekly
to support the work of the church?” Good
question. An equally good question that
might be asked is “Why has Starbucks
been successful at growing its business
while many congregations can’t grow?” In
his book, Onward, Howard Schultz, the
leader behind Starbucks’s success, would
answer, “Because you are not focused on
excellence and giving people an experience they deem valuable.”
Prior to buying ten Starbucks coffee
bars in 1987, Shultz wrote a memo to
capture his vision of what he wanted to
do with a coffee bar company. “(We) will
strive to be the best coffee bar company
on earth
. . . we will build into each coffee bar a
level of quality, performance, and value
that will earn the respect and loyalty
of our customers.” Fifteen years later,

Starbucks had 2600 stores in 13 countries
with revenue of just under $2 billion.
Today, it has over 17,000 stores in 50
countries. Such explosive growth reminds
us of the first century church!
Onward is Schultz’ reflection on the
keys to Starbucks’ success. The story is
told with special attention to his return
as CEO in 2008. During the eight years
he was away from the CEO position,
Starbucks expanded exponentially and
yet came very close to losing its distinctive competitive advantage in an increasingly cut-throat coffee bar marketplace.
Stock value dropped over 40%. While
Schultz’s version of the crisis is, no doubt,
somewhat self-serving and ignores many
criticisms that have been raised regarding
Starbucks, it nonetheless has a lot to offer
to anyone running a business, including
those of us who are leading and managing religious congregations. Refocusing
his company on excellence and the
“Starbucks experience” in the three year
period from 2008 to the present (one of
the most economically challenging periods
in world history), Schultz has managed to
almost triple Starbucks’s stock value.
As leaders and managers of the congregations we serve, the Starbucks story
raises a number of questions for us:
• Are we focused on excellence in the
lives of our congregations? Do we
demand of ourselves and others nothing but the best we can do both individually and as congregations?
• What is the spiritual “experience” we
offer our members and visitors that
equates to the coffee bar experience
Schultz so carefully created and maintains for anyone who enters the doors
of a Starbucks?
• Are we focused on giving our “customers” the absolute best spiritual
experience we can offer them?
• Do the members of our congregations feel as though they are invested
partners in our ministry as every full
or 20-hour employee of Starbucks is,
in fact, an equity-holding partner of
Starbucks?
In 2007, a Consumer Reports test
rated Starbucks coffee behind the new
coffee introduced at McDonalds. It
was a moment of truth. Schultz writes,
“Without great coffee, Starbucks had no
reason to exist.” Upon resuming the CEO

position, he immediately had his talented
staff create a new blend of coffee named
Pike Place Roast. It has been a critical
building block for the company’s renewed
success. With a great coffee, Starbucks
regained its reason for being.
In a religious congregation, how would
we fill in the blank: “Without __________,
our congregation has no reason to exist”?
Congregations might fill in “theological
beliefs,” “inspiring worship,” “expansive
mission to the poor and oppressed,” or
“education of ourselves and our youth.”
However, too many congregations can’t or
won’t fill in the blank. They have no idea
what their core purpose is. Without the
blank filled, a congregation will lack focus,
floating from one attempt at ministry to
the next. Drifting from its brand is exactly
what happened to Starbucks during
Schultz’s absence. Among other distractions, they began selling books, records,
and sandwiches. Meanwhile, the quality of their coffee and, as important, the
“Starbucks experience” declined.
Schultz has a fascinating discussion of
the power of iconic brands. He says the
following:
• “Icons make sense of the tension of
the times, offering hope and even
mending a culture in turmoil, much as
the Beatles did for my generation in
the 1960s.”
• “Icons assert a ‘cultural authority,’
helping to frame the way people view
the times they live in.”
• “Icons don’t confuse history with heritage, and always protect and project
their values.”
• “Icons disrupt themselves before others disrupt them.”
• “Enduring icons are willing to sacrifice
near-term popularity for longer-term
relevance.”
I leave it to the reader to unpack the
profound implications for congregations
that are contained in Schultz’s list. But I
will say a few words about the fourth characteristic regarding disrupting or being
disrupted.
Congregations are notoriously unwilling to disrupt their own lives. As a result,
the world in which we live does it for us.
Not seizing control of where we are going
and what we want to be, our journey
through history is directed by other forces.
It doesn’t have to be that way.
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What we learn from great leaders
such as Schultz is that every congregation needs to understand who it is and
what it is called to do. If we focus on our
core reason for being and core competencies, all the moaning and groaning about
declining attendance will end. We will be
too busy working on our core purpose to
complain.
Onward is a story of a talented leader
bringing a floundering company back to
its original purpose. For any congregational leader who seeks to do the same in
her/his work, it is filled with analogies to
congregational life that are too obvious
to miss. Don’t let the self-congratulatory
nature of some parts of the book bother
you. Instead, focus on Schultz’s core message. It will get the reader to thinking in
creative and productive ways. ◆
John W. Wimberly, Jr. is pastor of Western
Presbyterian Church in Washington, DC.

Holy Ignorance: When
Religion and Culture Part
Ways
OLIVIER ROY
New York, NY:

Columbia University Press, 2009.

We made the
pilgrimage at dusk.
Our small car twisted
through narrow mountain roads. The kids

book
review
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slept. I watched out for deer. Then as we
made a turn in the road we saw it in the
distance: Mt. Rushmore.
More vehicles joined our processional
as we came closer. Cars and trucks and RVs
chugged up the road. “Welcome to Mt.
Rushmore,” said a cheerful greeter. We
walked from the parking lot through majestic buildings, a forum for souvenirs and ice
cream. An arcade flanked by columns and
flags brought us to the top of an amphitheater. Looking down we saw the spectacle
of thousands gathered at night before
shrouded faces of our former presidents.
A hush fell over the crowd when a park
ranger stepped out. She spoke of liberty
as an enduring value of our country. The
testimony ended with a video montage on
the four great presidents, stories of how
they stood for liberty at moments of peril.
The images on screen changed to the
present, the music soared, we rose to our
feet, and sang out with pride, “Oh, say,
can you see?”
Our words poured down before the
presidents and then their faces lit up.
Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln, Roosevelt:
they seemed to smile down on our offering
of praise. The ranger returned, now to call
forth all of the veterans in the audience.
Men and women of all ages responded
to the call. “These and many who did not
return made sacrifices for our liberty,” the
ranger reminded us. Behind her the screen
showed a flag waving; we knew how to
respond: “I pledge allegiance.”
I was moved but also struck by the way
the patriotism of the night was filled with
religious ethos. Not so much Christian as
pagan; from the neo-Roman architecture
to the imperial cult-like invocation of the
presidents to the gathering of the legionaries. We were one sacrificial goat short of
full-fledged paganism.
Olivier Roy’s Holy Ignorance: When
Religion and Culture Part Ways offers
many insights into the contemporary state
of world religions. His work draws on his
rich perspective as a scholar of Islam. Roy,
while never addressing American patriotism, gives one the tools to see in new
ways how the spirituality of patriotism varies greatly from Christian spirituality.
For all its grandeur, patriotism is rooted
in a particular place: a territory, Roy would
say. Any of the transcendent or spiritual
claims of patriotism always refer back to

the geography of a specific area. In contrast, Christianity operates without regard
to territory, making universal claims.
Universality increasingly characterizes
every religious movement. Throughout the
modern era, national religions reformatted
themselves into global religions.
Roy values the local—specific practices
embedded in particular geographical settings—and regards the universal as unnaturally rootless. Faith can tend toward either
end of this spectrum: imagine an old urban
congregation where the names on the
stain-glass windows testify to its roots in the
historical fabric of a community contrasted
to a suburban mega-church that could be
anywhere in the country, or indeed, the
world. In our globalized world, religious
movements reformat themselves to deemphasize territoriality.
Roy’s focus on territoriality may reflect
his own French identity, where the agricultural origin of foods matter because of a
sense that the land itself imparts a certain
je ne sais quoi to the wine or cheese. One
senses in this book a Frenchman longing
for his favorite Cotes du Rhone when all
that can be found is a Gallo, bottled in
California out of grapes grown in Chile.
A second dichotomy concerns “religious
markers” and “cultural markers.” The relationship between these two markers continually shifts, buffeted by historical situations.
Thus, as Roy explains, at certain times in
Scottish history identity as a Scot was determined by language (a cultural marker).
When English replaced the indigenous language, Scottish identity was recast around
Presbyterianism (a religious marker).
Often these two markers overlap in
seemingly inseparable ways; how does one
tease out cultural markers and religious
markers in much of Jewish history? Yet in
the modern era, these markers separate;
as Roy notes, one can make aliyah—immigrate to Israel—regardless of religious
markers (atheists and Orthodox welcome
alike) so long as one is culturally Jewish.
These markers play out in the difference between the neo-paganism of
American patriotism and Christianity.
Patriotism’s transcendent claims—such
as the great value of giving one’s life for
the state, the eternal quality of values like
liberty—unabashedly embrace American
culture in every kitschy souvenir. But
modern religions, Roy notes, strive to
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divorce religious markers and cultural
markers. Many Christians across the political spectrum worry about the “comprise
with culture” in their churches, whether
it is equated with LGBT acceptance or
American militarism. Roy writes extensively about the movement of people to
create pure religions, stripped of cultural
markers. It seems there is a John Howard
Yoder or a Stanley Hauerwas in every
world religion.
These two continuums—universality
vs. territoriality and religious markers vs.
cultural markers—shape Roy’s understanding of the affects of globalization. Religious
movements today de-emphasize their territoriality and shed their cultural markers.
In a Christian context we might call the
result the “church of the strip mall” phenomenon. Roy longs for something else; to
borrow from the Saturday farmer’s market,
he seeks “heirloom Christianity.”
Holy ignorance results when religions
lose a sense of place and culture. The
phrase captures both his critique—holy
people ignorant of culture—and his disgust—ignorance! Throughout his book
Roy makes his case for the market-place’s
transformation of religion with examples
drawn from around the world.
One affecting story concerned a scandal caused by a video showing a Moroccan
man dancing dressed as a woman surrounded by other men. Many in Morocco
thought it depicted an Islamic same-sex
wedding. The video itself probably captured the local veneration of an Islamic
saint invoked through dance in order to
exorcise demons. As Roy explains,
Suddenly, something that was both
marginal and accepted becomes the
subject of scandal and is no longer understood as the expression of a popular
culture on the margins (margins in every
sense of the word: social, as it is associated
with bad boys and the socially relegated;
psychiatric, as it is linked to healing; and
lastly religious as it is connected to the
“worship of a saint” which the dominant
Salafism condemns).
A religious movement divorced from
its cultural markers and territoriality cannot appreciate its own cultural celebrations: holy but ignorant.
Yet more happened in that moment
than a religious movement forgetting its
own past practices. The protesters, upset

by the video of a purported same-sex marriage, adopted a western model of human
sexuality, moving from a more traditional
Moroccan view of homosexuality as a sexual act to a western idea of homosexuality
as a sexual nature. A local Islamic practice
of cross-dressing exorcism condemned by
an Islam built on universalized western
norms. The protesters rallied against an
intrusion of western values but did so on
the basis of how the west defined homosexuality (nature instead of act).
Further, the protesters assumed western culture inherently accepted LGBT
people. One often hears this in developing
world critiques of the west, but, historically, LGBT acceptance in America and
Europe dates only to the 1960s and even
then acceptance remains contested. The
protesters not only acted out of a misinformed conception of their own culture
(that is, failing to recognize a traditional
Moroccan exorcism) but were equally
misinformed about western culture.
Cases such as the Moroccan video lead
Roy to suggest an alternative to Samuel
Huntington’s famous clash of civilizations thesis. Huntington asserted culture
created fundamental human divisions
which, with the end of the cold war, would
become locked into conflict: Western vs.
Islamic vs. Hindu. Instead of a clash of
civilization, Roy sees a clash within civilizations as global religious movements
turn against local cultural manifestations,
much in the way that Moroccan protesters denounced a traditional, if marginal,
practice in their culture. (Such a thesis
does better than Huntington’s to explain
the modern problem of Islamic terrorism,
which kills far more Muslims than westerners). The effort to establish a purified
religion leads to conflict and even violence
within a civilization.
At times the pressure to drop cultural
markers in favor of religious ones comes
from the state. European countries
discuss their “Muslim minorities,” amalgamating many distinct cultural groups.
Much is lost: what of Bengali Muslims
with Hindu names, or Arab-speaking
Christians, or simply the cultural differences between a Yemini Sunni and an
Indonesian Sunni?
Statecraft demands drive the process
as well. Over the last half-century the
heterodox Alawite community in Syria

increasingly dropped its unique cultural
markers in favor of a more normative Shiite
identity. The al-Assad dynasty, Alawite religiously, pushes this change to strengthen
ties with Shiites in Iran and Lebanon.
More typically, the motivation for religions to reformat themselves by dropping
territoriality and cultural markers comes
from our globalized market place; religions
compete for customers. Roy summarizes
the religion marketplace: “this concept of
a market, borrowed from the economy,
postulates that first of all there is a demand
for religion (invoking a human nature that,
in any case, has a religious ‘need’) which
seeks out what is available on the market.”
If people shop for church then are disciples
reduced to consumers?
Modern forms of Hinduism provide an
example: traditional Hinduism centered
on the Ganges (territoriality) and the caste
system (cultural marker). First Sris, master teachers, and later migrating populations brought Hinduism to new locales
by de-emphasizing the Ganges and caste.
Only a reformatted Hinduism could effectively compete for customers.
As in other industries, religions operate
in a deregulated market—fewer and fewer
state protected monopolies, an internet
and media leveling of access—that allows
them to reach greater audiences. But like
all products shipped afar, the product
must be simplified. One can easily ship
Rick Warren’s sermons from California to
Uganda, but it’s harder to ship Catholic
sacramental elements from an American
parish overseas. Bringing religion to market involves reformatting to what can ship
most easily in our global marketplace.
The market place of religion favors
forms of faith most ready to be “shipped.”
Roy suggests Pentecostalism does better
than Catholicism because the Holy Spirit
is more mobile than the Virgin Mary:
the spirit blows where it will but Mary
is always of some place, Częstochowa or
Guadalupe. The Salafist insistence on
Shari travels far better than the Shiite
devotion to shrines.
Now the religious products compete
head to head, increasing competition
between religious groups but also forcing them to adapt their products so the
consumers can reasonably compare them.
Thus, Roy describes, “The Arya Samaj
movement, which was founded in 1875 by
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Swami Dayanand Saraswati, who rejected
the caste system, promoted monotheism and placed great importance on the
Vedas, or sacred texts. Universalism,
monotheism, revealed book: this is clearly
a theological and ‘ecclesiological’ formatting process based on the Christian
template.” The pressure works both ways
of course; one hears silent prayer sold as
Christian mediation, complete with scriptural mantras.
There is a bit of a counter-trend in
terms of cultural markers. Some cultural
emblems serve as helpful branding in the
market place—a saffron robe, a Celtic
cross, a sprinkling of foreign words: teasers for the imagination which simultaneously testify to the authenticity of the
spiritual product. At times these cultural
remnants can become decisive signifiers
of identity. “Visibility is characteristic
of contemporary religion,” Roy notes.
One hears in that comment years of
French debate about the headscarves of
young Muslim women. But it resonates
in the public but shallow expressions of
Christianity in America. Sometimes the
most visible markers are not clothing, but
issues worn on the sleeve: anti-abortion
positions among evangelicals, Shari among
Salafists, both apparent non-negotiables
with little historical depth in either tradition. Visible culture issues to define a
brand identity.
The genius of Roy’s book lies beyond
its trenchant analysis of the global markets effect on religion. The book infects
the mind. One begins to wonder about
those continuums of territoriality versus universality and religious markers
versus cultural markers. Is mainline
Protestantism declining because it’s still
so connected to historic, ethnic, cultural
markers? Have decades of critiques of
Constantinian Christianity led us into a
market-driven faith? Can religious shoppers ever become faithful disciples?
Have we lost an essential terroir in
our drive to universalize our religions?
Did our congregations shed something
important when we moved away from the
cultural sentimentality of Mt. Rushmore?
Holy Ignorance makes one wonder how
much our faith and our institutions are
shaped for the worse by globalization. ◆
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Born This Way
LADY GAGA
Interscope Records

If there was
a soundtrack to
Summer 2011
in my car, it was
Lady Gaga’s new album, Born this Way.
My daughter and her friends are Gagadevotees, known in Gaga-world as a
“Little Monsters.” Lady Gaga calls herself
“Mother Monster.” I broke down and
bought the CD for my daughter. It was
played incessantly all summer. I began to
really like the album, fell in love with the
beat and mix of music. My daughter and I
crank up the music in the car sometimes
and sing along at the top of our lungs.
There is pure fun in this album, something we all need. It was then I realized
that I was becoming a “little monster” too.
Some of the lyrics in the album can be
raw and offensive. Yet there is a theological undergirding to the album. Sprinkled
throughout are questions about our
relationship to God and specifically to
Jesus. After the release of the album this
spring, some religious leaders panned it—
offended in part by the lyrics of the song
“Judas”. As I listened to “Judas” I heard
something else, an age-old theological discussion set to a new tune about good vs.
evil. Gaga sings:

album
review

I’m in love with Judas/When he calls
me I am ready/Even after three times he
betrays me/Oh baby it’s so cruel but/I’m
still in love with Judas baby/In the most
biblical sense I am beyond repentance/I
wanna love you/But something’s pulling
me away from you/Jesus is my virtue/And
Judas is the demon I cling to/I cling to—
I’m a holy fool
Hidden in the controversial lyrics of
the song are nuggets of truth. We want to
be good; we want Jesus or God as our virtue in life. Yet, we cling to the demons or
the Judas’ in our lives. We are human.
On a Sunday in mid-July this summer
I put a quote from “Judas”: Jesus is my
virtue, and Judas is the demon I cling to
in our Sunday bulletin. I wondered how
my congregation, demographically representative of most mainline congregations,
would react. In my sermon I drew attention to the quote and Gaga, using them to
weave a sermon about the issues of good
vs. evil that we all grapple with in life.
The theological conversation in worship
received positive reactions. The youth and
children paid attention. Even our music
search committee talked about Gaga with
candidates they were interviewing later
that afternoon! Using Gaga as the hook to
hang a sermon and discussion about a difficult theological concept seemed to work
just right.
Other serious theological issues find
their home in the album. Gaga struggles
throughout in an open and honest way
with her own fears and insecurities that
mirror the ones so many of her “Little
Monsters” have. No song deals with these
issues more overtly than the title song
“Born this Way”. In the memorable litany
of this song Gaga lists “categories” that
cause harsh judgment of people, when in
fact they were born this way.
Mi amore vole fe yah (love needs
faith)/Subway kids, rejoice your truth/
In the religion of the insecure/I must be
myself, respect by youth/Don’t be a drag,
just be a queen/Whether you’re broke
or evergreen/You’re black, white, beige,
chola decent/You’re Lebanese, your orient/Whether life’s disabilities/Left you
outcast, bullied or teased/Rejoice and love
yourself today/Cause baby, you were born
this way
For congregational use, I intend to pair
this song with an episode of the hit TV show
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Glee. In it the music teacher at the fictitious McKinley High School is horrified by
a conversation he overhears between his
students. One young girl has broken her
nose and is being pressured by her doctor
to use it as an opportunity to “fix” her nose
which the doctor deems “ugly.” Confused
and upset, the young girl solicits advice
from friends, leading into a conversation
around the insecurities all the students
have. Self-hate is evident in all the youth.
The teacher attempts to dissuade the students from the negative self images they
have admitted to: “The thing you’d most
like to change about yourself is the most
interesting part of you…” He’s quickly put
in his place by one of the students: “Maybe
[you are right], but at this school the thing
that makes you different is the thing that
people use to crush your spirit.”
There it is. The answer we know to be
true for the youth in our congregations
and communities. As leaders in congregations we have words of faith to help and
heal. But we need new language to help
the communication.
The teacher in Glee does just this. He
uses Gaga’s “Born this Way”. The episode
ends with the youth (and adults) singing
and dancing to “Born this Way”. They
open up their cardigan sweaters to reveal
t-shirts imprinted with their “vices” as a
way of embracing who they are as individuals and a group.
A possible use for a congregation could
be the pairing of Gaga’s song and the
Glee episode for a theological conversation around what it means to be made in
the image of God. The Glee episode says
nothing of faith, but Gaga does.
I’m beautiful in my own way because
God makes no mistakes.
How might using the album in this
way open up new and innovative conversations in your congregation?
For some, a music artist such as Gaga
is the last resource that would come to
mind for congregational life. Maybe we
should think of her in another way. She
has over 13 million Twitter followers
and over 43 million Facebook friends.
I’d hazard a guess that quite a few “little
monsters” are not part of the life of our
congregations. I’m convinced they are
still hungry for a word from us, eager
for acceptance and a way to figure out

how to relate to God. Like those already
in our congregations, they too have a
deep longing for their questions about
life and faith, even when the questions
feel “unmentionable” in polite conversation, to be answered. It might just be
that using someone as non-traditional
and maybe even a little profane like the
Mother Monster could be the tool that
we seek in these times. ◆

Shannan R. Vance-Ocampo is Pastor of the
Watchung Avenue Presbyterian Church
in North Plainfield, NJ.

Preaching In Times of Cultural Sea-Change

The Festival of Preaching Northwest 2012
April 23 - 25, 2012 in Seattle, Washington
Featured Preachers/ Teachers:
Anna Carter Florence
Veronica Goines
Tom Long
Otis Moss III
Jose Morales
L. Roger Owens
Sponsored by Congregational Leadership Northwest,
Anthony B. Robinson, President
For complete information and registration
go to our website:
www.festivalofpreachingnw.org
Early bird registration by February 29, 2012 just $235–
a super deal!
Spring comes early in the Northwest.
Enjoy renewal, refreshment and inspiration at an
event that has received rave reviews from clergy,
laity and seminarians.
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Baab, Lynne M. Friending: Real Relationships in a
Virtual World (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 2011).
Lynne Baab explores the components of meaningful friendships—including listening, remembering, praying, asking,
giving, thanking, sharing, caring, accepting, and forgiving.
She asserts that the key challenge of friendships is growing
in the capacity to be a friend. Major portions of the book
are devoted to the role of technology in either enhancing or
diminishing friendships.
Blodgett, Barbara J. Becoming the Pastor You Hope to
Be: Four Practices for Improving Ministry (Herndon,
VA: Alban Institute, 2011). Barbara Blodgett focuses on
four practices that can significantly improve ministry: soliciting credible feedback; forming relationships with good
mentors; developing peer-based communities of learning;
and transforming your role in public life. Here is a book that
will not only help new pastors develop important skills, but
also help seasoned pastors develop already-existing capacities and approach their ministry in fresh ways.
Brooks, James L. The Unbroken Circle: A Toolkit for
Congregations Around Illness, End of Life, and Grief
(Durham, NC: Duke Institute on Care at the End of Life,
2009). This book asks congregations to consider three questions: (1) how can they help all people to remain connected
with their faith communities in times of illness and grief?;
(2) how can they “mobilize care and support for people
living with illness, end of life, and grief?” and (3) how can
a congregation’s education, pastoral care, communications, worship, and facilities together provide a supportive
community?
Conner, Benjamin. Practicing Witness: A Missional
Vision of Christian Practices (Grand Rapids, MI:
Eerdmans, 2011). Benjamin Conner explains his definition of “missional theology” and reflects on how “Christian
practices” can “contribute to and be challenged by the work
of missional theologians.” Conner discusses the practices
from Practicing Our Faith, Craig Dykstra’s conception of
Christian practices, opportunities for “practicing witness,”
and the touchpoints between practices and mission.
Foster, Richard J. Sanctuary of the Soul: Journey into
Meditative Prayer (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity,
2011). Richard Foster emphasizes that while we are called
by God to silence and stillness, we are also called to action
and “obedience to the ways of God. Hearing and obeying.”

The three book sections—on laying the foundation for
prayer, engaging in prayer practices, and dealing with
distractions—offer an accessible introduction to meditation.
Kegan, Robert, and Lisa Laskow Leahy. Immunity
to Change: How to Overcome It and Unlock the
Potential in Yourself and Your Organization (Boston,
MA: Harvard Business School Publishing, 2009.) The
authors assert that those of us who lead at any level are
often driven by an agenda that is embedded in our mindsets, yet eludes our awareness. This book provides insight
into how change works, the value of the authors’ change
process for individuals as well as groups, and specific
approaches to applying this change process for ourselves.
Palmer, Parker J. Healing the Heart of Democracy:
The Courage to Create a Politics Worthy of the
Human Spirit (San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, 2011).
Fully participating in American democracy, holds Parker
Palmer, requires us to heal our hearts of the distrust which
has proliferated in public life. Believing that we must “come
together in dialogue toward mutual understanding,” he
encourages us to begin healing by taking small actions that
promote listening and mutual respect.
Thumma, Scott and Warren Bird. The Other 80 Percent:
Turning Your Church’s Spectators into Active
Participants (San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, 2011).
While it’s a truism that twenty percent of a congregation
does eighty percent of its work, Scott Thumma and Warren
Bird argue that it need not be that way. Thumma and Bird
visited numerous churches to discover why people chose
each church, how they got involved, and how they grew
spiritually. They narrate their discoveries and advise readers
on what these discoveries imply for turning “spectators” into
participants.
Warford, Malcolm L. The Spirit’s Tether: Eight Lives in
Ministry (Herndon, VA: Alban Institute, 2011). This book
examines the lives of eight men and women who entered
Union Theological Seminary in 1976 and have reflected
on their work as local pastors over more than thirty years.
Through hearing their stories and learning of their joys
and losses, Warford points to some issues for the church—
including the significance of congregations in calling
pastors, the ambiguities of ordained life, and how clergy
seek help.

www.congregationalresources.org
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New & Noteworthy
Inside the Large Congregation
Susan Beaumont
AL419 $18.00

For five years, Alban Institute senior consultant Susan Beaumont has been giving voice to the organizational and
leadership demands of large congregations. Through her work, she has identified five basic leadership systems that
need to stay in alignment for the large church to function well for its size: clergy leadership roles, staff team design
and function, governance and board function, acculturation and the role of laity, and forming and executing strategy.
She has also learned that these five systems operate with some important but subtle distinctions in what Beaumont
calls the professional church, the strategic church, and the matrix church. Often, she has discovered, problems in
a large congregation are related to the fact that one or more of the five systems is inappropriately structured for
the size of the congregation. In other words, the church isn’t acting its size. Beaumont is invested in helping large
congregations “rightsize” their leadership systems to better serve their ministry context. This book articulates why
size matters and how it matters in the world of large congregations. It is written for anyone who wants to better
understand the leadership and organizational dynamics of the large church—anyone seeking to understand the
challenges of leading from inside the large congregation.

The Sounds of Our Offerings: Achieving Excellence in Church Music
Charlotte Kroeker
AL395 $17.00

The Sounds of Our Offerings is good news about the music of the church. It recounts what has been learned from
studying nine congregations where music promotes the full, active, conscious participation of the worshipers and
where it has done so consistently and coherently for many years. Pastors and musicians reflect on their work together
and offer rich insights about what works and what does not. Lay musicians and members of the congregation also
share their experiences with music in worship. These are the stories of churches with a reputation for their fine
music programs, churches that, with their leaders and congregations, have worked out these programs in consistent,
coherent ways. In most cases, the programs span multiple priests/pastors and musicians. The Sounds of Our Offerings
is about excellent music and how it has found its way into the life and faith practices of these congregations.

Grace for the Journey: Practices and Possibilities for In-Between Times
Beverly A. Thompson and George B. Thompson, Jr.
AL420 $17.00

Every community of faith journeys through periods of transition. In Grace for the Journey: Practices and Possibilities
for In-Between Times, authors Beverly Thompson and George Thompson invite congregations to open themselves
to the grace-filled possibilities that accompany these in-between periods. Drawing on biblical examples and
contemporary experience, the authors invite the community of faith to see transitional times as an opportunity
to develop deeper spiritual awareness of God’s call on its communal life—a call that opens up fresh potential
even as it calls us to consider what familiar things may need to change. As pastors and teachers with experience
in congregations across the country, the Thompsons serve as your travel guides, accompanying you and your
congregation as you walk through the wilderness of transitional times to the hope-filled possibilities on the horizon.

The Girlfriends’ Clergy Companion: Surviving and Thriving in Ministry

Melissa Lynn DeRosia, Marianne J. Grano, Amy Morgan, and Amanda Adams Riley
AL418 $17.00
As increasing numbers of young women are discerning a call to ministry, entering seminary, graduating, and
searching for the call to a parish or other ministry setting, they need to be aware of the realities that face them. The
Girlfriends’ Clergy Companion is about the nitty gritty of ministry for young female clergy—how to maintain a sense
of personal style, what it’s really like to be a solo pastor, how to date, what to do when they’re ready to quit. The
authors discuss the call process and the ministry situations in which young women most commonly find themselves—
serving as a solo pastor and as an associate. Additional chapters explore personal style, the single life, relationships,
children, and self-care, as well as challenges pastors, particularly new pastors, often face. Each chapter ends with
“The Girlfriends’ Checklist,” a summary of strategies to help young women be happier and more effective ministers.
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ASK ALBAN

Our congregation is struggling with several difficult decisions, some of
which have caused quite a bit of controversy and emotional responses
among some members. We are considering having a congregational
meeting to see what the members think, “clear the air,” and make the
decisions. What advice do you have?

A:

Short answer: You could be asking
for a lot of grief and much foggier air.
Longer answer: Nearly every
congregation I work with has a story in their
history about a congregational meeting “gone
bad.” Remember watching political town hall
meetings on such controversial topics as health
care? Those experiences offer a pretty clear
picture of why this particular format does not
work well when emotions are running high.
Let me outline some of the reasons these
meetings often end disastrously, and then
offer some suggestions.
First, the format tends to favor the most
outspoken leaders of disgruntled groups and
limits the opportunity for meaningful give and
take or deep listening.
Second, if the controversy has simmered
unresolved for some time, the rhetoric (like
the speakers) has likely become quite predictable and the meeting becomes a sort of
ping-pong game where a few people bat their
well-defended beliefs back and forth and
everyone else just watches.
Third, without skilled, prepared moderation, the meeting can seem to encourage
irresponsible speech, often with demeaning,
inflammatory language that can leave moderators speechless and the congregations mute,
traumatized, and demoralized.
Fourth, if a “free-for-all” mentality
emerges, inappropriate or confidential information may get introduced (inadvertently or
even intentionally) resulting in humiliation
and privacy violation.
Fifth, meetings held in the sanctuary often
line people up in rows, discouraging eye contact which limits interpersonal connections.
Finally, and perhaps most important: Most
controversy cannot be voted away. As Parker
Palmer says, “The misery rarely ends with the
vote because the process is essentially adversarial…When fifty-one percent can tell fortynine percent where to get off, the latter may

try to subvert the majority for months, years,
decades, or generations to come.”1
So, what is a leader to do, especially if the
congregational by-laws or denominational
polity require a certain number of congregational meetings per year or if such a meeting
is required in order for a particular decision to
be made?
First, remember that it is possible to
separate periods of dialogue and discernment
from congregational voting. There are many
creative ways to engage a large group of people in constructive dialogue and discernment
prior to taking a vote.2
One approach is to divide the discussion
and discernment around issues from the formal decision-making, such as voting, and to
put them in separate meetings. Some of the
things to be done in preparation for this type
of process include:
• Create a planning team that designs
a process, develops ground rules, and
identifies topics for the discussion in the
first meeting that are based on actual
decisions that the congregation will make
in the second meeting;
• Train facilitators to facilitate small groups
who will discuss the issues at hand so
that real conversation, communication
and information exchange characterizes
the meeting, rather than the exposition
of opinions and positions;
• Communicate with the congregation
about the upcoming meetings, what will
be involved in each, and how they will be
conducted;
• Outline the schedule that leads from the
first meeting through the second meeting, clearly describing what happens on
each occasion.
Clearly, this is time-consuming work and
needs significant buy-in from both staff and
lay leadership, but it can be a very effective

alternative to a troubling and inconclusive
experience.
Second, remember that congregational
meetings, even at the best of times, can be
difficult for the person moderating them. This
is especially true if there is deep controversy.
It is always helpful for the moderator to have
the assistance of a person who can help them
set ground rules, maintain the integrity of
the process, and step in to stop or change the
course of the conversation when it begins to
move in an irrelevant or harmful direction.
My recommendation continues to be
that congregational meetings not be used to
address highly emotionalized issues. Rather,
I encourage congregations to re-think the full
range of options that can help them to clarify
issues, appropriately inform the congregation
about options, share the details of the decision-making process, and implement changes
in productive, compassionate ways.

Notes
1.

2.

Parker J. Palmer “The Broken-Open
Heart: Living with Faith and Hope in the
Tragic Gap,” Weavings: A Journal of the
Christian Spiritual Life XXIV (March/
April 2009): 15.
An excellent resource is Creating the
Future Together: Methods to Inspire Your
Whole Faith Community by Loren B.
Mead and Billie T. Alban (Alban Institute:
Herndon, VA, 2008).
Susan Nienaber is a senior
consultant with the Alban
Institute. For nearly two
decades, Susan has served as a
consultant and mediator in
congregations and denominations. She is an ordained Elder
of the United Methodist Church and has
been a hospital chaplain and a parish
pastor. She writes, lectures, and leads
training workshops and retreats for clergy
and laity on subjects such as managing
conflict and change, professional ethics and
boundaries, the use of dialogue, developing
staff, and strengthening leadership.
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